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Abrahams, Peter. Into the Dark. 2008. DB
Thirteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes aficionado Ingrid Levin-Hill tries to clear her grandfather’s name when
he is accused of murdering an environmental activist found dead on his farm. 352 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Dorothy’s List 2009-2010.
Acampora, Paul. I Kill the Mockingbird. 2014.
When best friends Lucy, Elena, and Michael receive their summer reading list, they are excited to see To
Kill a Mockingbird included. But not everyone in their class shares the same enthusiasm. So they hatch a
plot to get the entire town talking about the well-known Harper Lee classic. 163 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s
List 2015-2016.
+Alexander, Kwame. The Crossover. 2014. DB
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court as
their father ignores his declining health. 237 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Alexie, Sherman. The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian. 2007. LP, DB
Budding cartoonist Junior leaves his troubled school on the Spokane Indian Reservation to attend an allwhite farm town school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 20092010.
Anderson, Laurie Halse. Twisted. 2007. LP, DB
After finally getting noticed by someone other than school bullies and his ever-angry father, seventeenyear-old Tyler enjoys his tough new reputation and the attentions of a popular girl, but when life starts to
go bad again, he must choose between transforming himself or giving in to his destructive thoughts. 272
pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Anderson, Laurie Halse. Wintergirls. 2009. DB
Eighteen-year-old Lia comes to terms with her best friend’s death from anorexia as she struggles with the
same disorder. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
#+Anderson, John David. Ms. Bixby’s Last Day. 2016. DB
When their one-of-a-kind, beloved teacher falls ill and leaves school for the rest of the school year, Topher,
Steve, and Brand are crushed. Determined to give Ms. Bixby the perfect last day, they set off on a risky,
chaotic, and exciting adventure. 320 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
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Anderson, M.T. The Astonishing Life of Octavian Nothing, Traitor to the Nation, Volume 1: The Pox Party. 2006.
LP, DB
Various diaries, letters, and other manuscripts chronicle the fictional experiences of Octavian, a young
African American, from birth to age sixteen, as he is brought up as part of a science experiment in the years
leading up to and during the Revolutionary War. 384 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
Anderson, M.T. Feed. 2002. DB
In a future where most people have computer implants in their heads to control their environment, a boy
meets an unusual girl who is in serious trouble. 299 pages. YA. GMBA 2005-2006.
+Anderson, M.T. Symphony for the City of the Dead: Dmitri Shostakovich and the Siege of Leningrad. 2015. DB
This is the riveting, true story of the Seige of Leningrad -- and the power of Shostakovich's music to sustain
and memorialize his fellow citizens. 464 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
#+Andrews, Jesse. The Haters. 2016. DB
Wes and best friend Corey decide to take their music to the next level at jazz camp. When they meet Ash,
and find camp too lame for their sound, they take their new band on the road trip of a lifetime. 336 pages.
YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Andrews, Jesse. Me and Earl and the Dying Girl. 2012. DB
Seventeen-year-old Greg has managed to become part of every social group at his Pittsburgh high school
without having any friends, but his life changes when his mother forces him to befriend Rachel, a girl he
once knew in Hebrew school who has leukemia. 304 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Angleberger, Tom. The Strange Case of Origami Yoda. 2010. DB
Sixth-grader Tommy and his friends describe their interactions with a paper finger puppet of Yoda, worn
by their weird classmate Dwight, as they try to figure out whether or not the puppet can really predict the
future. Includes instructions for making Origami Yoda. 160 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
+Arnosky, Jim. Little Champ. 1995.
Bobby and Gina visit their grandparents on Lake Champlain and learn about the legendary monster that
supposedly inhabits the lake. 73 pages. Gr. 3 up.
Aronson, Marc & Patty Campbell, eds. War Is...: Soldiers, Survivors and Storytellers Talk About War. 2008. DB
An anthology of fiction, speeches, poems and essays about war. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
+Auxier, Jonathan. The Night Gardener. 2014. DB
Irish orphans Molly, fourteen, and Kip, ten, travel to England to work as servants in a crumbling manor
house where nothing is quite what it seems to be, and soon the siblings are confronted by a mysterious
stranger and secrets of the cursed house. 368 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Avi. City of Orphans. 2011.
In 1893 New York, thirteen-year-old Maks, a newsboy, teams up with Willa, a homeless girl, to clear his
older sister, Emma, from charges that she stole from the brand new Waldorf Hotel, where she works.
Includes historical notes. 368 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
Avi. Nothing but the Truth: A Documentary Novel. 1991. LP, DB
A ninth-grader’s suspension for singing “The Star-Spangled Banner” during homeroom becomes a national
news story. 177 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 1992-1993.
+ Babbitt, Natalie. The Search for Delicious. 1969.
The Prime Minister is compiling a dictionary and when no one at court can agree on the meaning of
delicious, the King sends his twelve-year-old messenger to poll the country. 167 pages. Gr. 4 up.
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Babbitt, Natalie. Tuck Everlasting. 1975. DB
The Tuck family is confronted with an agonizing situation when they discover that a ten-year-old girl and a
malicious stranger now share a secret about a spring whose water prevents people from ever growing any
older. 139 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1976-1977.
Bacigalupi, Paolo. Ship Breaker. 2011. DB
In a futuristic world, teenaged Nailer scavenges copper wiring from grounded oil tankers for a living, but
when he finds a beached clipper ship with a girl in the wreckage, he has to decide if he should strip the ship
for its wealth or rescue the girl. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
Bardugo, Leigh. Shadow and Bone. 2012. DB
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken from obscurity and her only friend, Mal, to become
the protegé of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the
Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold. 356 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Bardugo, Leigh. Six of Crows. 2015. DB
In this fantastic start to a new fantasy series by Bardugo, six dangerous outlaws team up to pull off an
impossible heist. They might even have a chance if they don't destroy each other -- or the world -- in the
process. 480 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
Barnes, John. Tales of the Madman Underground. 2011.
In September 1973, as the school year begins in his depressed Ohio town, high-school senior Kurt
Shoemaker determines to be "normal," despite his chaotic home life with his volatile, alcoholic mother and
the deep loyalty and affection he has for his friends in the therapy group dubbed the Madman Underground.
544 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
+Barnett, Mac and Jory John. The Terrible Two. 2015.
Miles Murphy is not happy to be moving to Yawnee Valley, a sleepy town that’s famous for one thing
only: cows. In his old school, everyone knew him as the town’s best prankster, but Miles quickly discovers
that Yawnee Valley already has a prankster, and a great one. If Miles is going to take the title from this
mystery kid, he is going to have to raise his game. 224 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
#+Barnhill, Kelly. The Girl Who Drank the Moon. 2016. DB
Every year the people of the Protectorate must sacrifice the youngest baby to the witch in the woods. What
does this witch want with these infants? When Xan the kind witch meets the newest offering, Luna, and
feeds her moonlight, characters from the past and the present become dangerously intertwined. 400 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Baskin, Nora Raleigh. Anything But Typical. 2009. DB
Jason, a twelve-year-old autistic boy who wants to become a writer, relates what his life is like as he tries to
make sense of his world. 208 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
Bauer, Joan. Close to Famous. 2011. DB
Twelve-year-old Foster McFee and her mother escape from her mother’s abusive boyfriend and end up in
the small town of Culpepper, West Virginia, where they use their strengths and challenge themselves to
build a new life, with the help of the friends they make there. 250 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 20122013.
#+Bauer, Joan. Soar. 2016. DB
Baseball is life for Jeremiah Lopper even though a serious health issue keeps him off the field. So when his
robot-building dad has the opportunity to work to a town with a championship baseball team, he is
overjoyed. Jeremiah’s joy soon turns to concern when a scandal rocks the High School team, with
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devastating consequences. Can Jeremiah’s can-do spirit bring baseball back to this heartbroken
community? 304 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Bauer, Marion Dane. Little Dog, Lost. 2012.
A boy, a dog, and an old man are lonely before the boy plans a rally, the dog looks for a boy, and all the
townspeople run to the old man’s aid when lightning strikes his home and something miraculous happens.
197 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
#+Bayard, Louis. Lucky Strikes. 2016. DB
When fourteen-year-old Melia’s mother dies, resourceful Melia – a clever mechanic – is determined to run
the family auto repair shop and gas station, care for younger siblings Earle and Janey, survive the tough
days of the Depression in rural Virginia, and stave off Standard Oil shill Harley Blevins, who has an eye on
Melia’s business. To do so, they need an adult parent – so Melia co-opts Hiram Watts, a drunken hobo, to
impersonate their father. A wonderful and heartwarming story. 320 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 20172018.
+Beasley, Cassie. Circus Mirandus. 2015. DB
Do you believe in magic? Micah Tuttle sets out on a quest to visit the magical circus of his Grandfather
Ephraim’s stories. Will he find the Lightbender and have his grandfather’s wish granted? 304 pages. Gr. 4
up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Bechdel, Alison. Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic. 2006.
In this memoir in graphic novel format, Bechdel tells startling stories of her childhood growing up in a
restored funeral home. The story focuses on her father, an angry and disturbed man, and how she came to
terms with his secrets. 232 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2008-2009.
Bell, Cece. El Deafo. 2014.
A hearing aid grants "superpowers" in this graphic novel memoir about growing up deaf. The Phonic Ear
gives Cece the ability to hear – sometimes things she shouldn't – but also isolates her from her classmates.
She really just wants to fit in and find a true friend, someone who appreciates her as she is. 248 pages. Gr. 4
up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Benanav, Michael. Men of Salt: Crossing the Sahara on the Caravan of White Gold. 2006. DB
Benanav joined the “Caravan of White Gold” – so-called because the salt was once literally worth its
weight in gold -- on its mission into the deadly heart of the Sahara to haul back gleaming slabs of solid salt
for sale at market. He lived for weeks among the camel drivers as they traveled eighteen hours a day for
nearly a thousand miles without a map or landmark in sight, through sandstorms and searing heat on a trek
worthy of Indiana Jones. 256 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2009-2010.
Benioff, David. City of Thieves. 2008. DB
When a dead German paratrooper lands in his street, Lev is caught looting the body and dragged to jail,
fearing for his life. He shares his cell with the charismatic and grandiose Kolya, a handsome young soldier
arrested on desertion charges. Instead of the standard bullet in the back of the head, Lev and Kolya are
given a chance at saving their own lives by complying with an outrageous directive: secure a dozen eggs
for a powerful colonel to use in his daughter's wedding cake. In a city cut off from all supplies and
suffering unbelievable deprivation, Lev and Kolya embark on a hunt to find the impossible. 258 pages. YA.
GMBA 2010-2011.
Benjamin, Ali. The Thing about Jellyfish. 2015. DB
After her best friend dies in a drowning accident, Suzy is convinced that the true cause of the tragedy must
have been a rare jellyfish sting---things don't just happen for no reason. Retreating into a silent world of
imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her theory--even if it means traveling the globe, alone. 352 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
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+Berry, Julie. All the Truth That’s in Me. 2013. DB
Judith can't speak. But when her close-knit community of Roswell Station is attacked by enemies, Judith is
forced to choose: continue to live in silence, or recover her voice. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
+Berry, Julie. The Scandalous Sisterhood of Prickwillow Place. 2014. DB
The students of St Etheldreda's School for Girls face a dilemma. Their irascible headmistress, Mrs Plackett,
and her surly brother, Mr Godding, have been most inconveniently poisoned at Sunday dinner. Now the
school will almost certainly be closed and the girls sent home – unless these seven very proper young ladies
can hide the murders. 368 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Black, Holly & Cecil Castelluci, eds. Geektastic: Stories from the Nerd Herd. 2010. DB
A collection of twenty-nine short stories about geeks. 432 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Blake, Kendare. Anna Dressed in Blood. 2011. DB
For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has carried on his father’s work of dispatching the
murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch mother and their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything
changes when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he has faced before. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 20132014.
+Bond, Rebecca. Escape from Baxters’ Barn. 2015.
Burdock the barn cat hears some terrible news and shares it with the barn animals. The brave and charming
group of farm animals works together once they learn that their lives are threatened. A delightful story of
perseverance, friendship, and teamwork, peppered with the author’s own pen and ink drawings. 246 pages.
Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Booth, Coe. Tyrell. 2006.
Fifteen-year-old Tyrell, who is living in a Bronx homeless shelter with his spaced-out mother and his
younger brother, tries to avoid temptation so he does not end up in jail like his father. 320 pages. YA.
GMBA 2010-2011.
+Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker. The War that Saved My Life. 2015. DB
A determined and willful handicapped girl escapes a brutal life in 1940's London with her younger brother
when air raids begin in the city. As Ada must learn to trust someone other than herself, her sense of selfworth grows. Their journey to discover a sense of home and family is both dangerous and beautiful. 320
pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Bray, Libba. Beauty Queens. 2011. DB
When a plane crash strands thirteen teen beauty contestants on a mysterious island, they struggle to survive,
to get along with one another, to combat the island’s other diabolical occupants, and to learn their dance
numbers in case they are rescued in time for the competition. 400 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Brooks, Kevin. The Road of the Dead. 2006.
Two brothers, sons of an incarcerated gypsy, leave London and travel to an isolated and desolate village, in
search of the brutal killer of their sister. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Brown, Daniel James. The Boys in the Boat. 2013. LP, DB
The University of Washington's eight-oar crew team transformed the sport and defeated elite rivals in their
quest for a gold medal at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin. 416 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2015-2016.
+Brown, Don. Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans. 2015.
This is a journalistic look at the disastrous hurricane that leveled New Orleans in August 2005, brought to
grim life through graphic novel style illustrations. A dramatic tale with text that ranges from simple, factual
sentences to quotations from an extensive collection of books and media. 96 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List
2016-2017.
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#+Brown, Peter. The Wild Robot. 2016. DB
Roz the Robot's future takes an unexpected turn when she washes up on a remote island. After a misstep on
a craggy ledge Roz assumes the role of mother to a baby gosling and through this relationship and her
interactions with other woodland animals she learns about love, life and death, and community. 279 pages.
Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
#Burg, Ann E. Unbound: A Novel in Verse. 2016.
Grace's mamma makes her promise to "keep her eyes down and her mouth closed" when she leaves their
slave cabin to work at the big house. Grace cannot remain silent as she witnesses the cruel treatment of
slaves at the hands of a heartless missus and master. Her spoken thoughts trigger a series of events which
force Grace to lead her family through the Great Dismal Swamp in search of freedom. 345 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Burg, Shana. Laugh with the Moon. 2012.
Thirteen-year-old Clare, grieving after her mother’s recent death, reluctantly travels with her father to
spend nine weeks in a remote village in Malawi, where new friends and experiences help open her mind
and heart. 256 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
#+Campbell, Jeff. Illus. Adam Grano. Last of the Giants: The Rise and Fall of Earth’s Most Dominant Species.
2016.
A fascinating study of giant species like the auroch, the moa, the elephant bird, and their extinction during
the last 500 years. Biology, history, geology, and zoology skillfully intermingled. 271 pages. YA. GMBA
2017-2018.
Cashore, Kristin. Graceling. 2008. DB
In a world where some people are born with extreme and often-feared skills called Graces, Katsa struggles
for redemption from her own horrifying Grace, the Grace of killing, and teams up with another young
fighter to save their land from a corrupt king. 480 pages. YA. GMBA Winner 2011.
Castellucci, Cecil. Plain Janes. 2007.
When Jane moves to the suburbs she thinks her life is over, but she meets three friends who form a club
P.L.A.I.N., but can art really save a group of misfits from high school? 176 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
+Chmakova, Svetlana. Awkward. 2015
Peppi is the new kid and just wants to fit in, but in an effort to keep from being bullied, she’s managed to
hurt the one person who tried to be nice to her on her first day of school- a boy named Jaimie. Can Jaimie
and Peppi still become friends and join forces to help their school… or is it just all too awkward? 210
pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Choldenko, Gennifer. Notes from a Liar and Her Dog. 2001. DB
Eleven-year-old Ant, stuck in a family that she does not like, copes by pretending that her "real" parents are
coming to rescue her, by loving her dog Pistachio, by volunteering at the zoo, and by bending the truth and
telling lies. 216 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2002-2003.
+Cleary, Beverly. Ramona Quimby, Age 8. 1981. DB
The further adventures of the Quimby family as Ramona enters the third grade. 208 pages. Gr. 3 up.
Dorothy’s List 1982-1983.
Clements, Andrew. Troublemaker. 2011. DB
When his older brother gets in serious trouble, sixth-grader Clay decides to change his own mischiefmaking ways, but he cannot seem to shake his reputation as a troublemaker. 160 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s
List 2012-2013.
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Cline, Ernest. Ready Player One. 2011. DB
In the year 2044, Wade Watts, like the rest of humanity, chooses to escape reality and spends his waking
hours in the limitless, utopian virtual world of the OASIS, but when Wade stumbles upon the first of the
fiendish puzzles set up by OASIS creator James Halliday he finds he must compete with thousands of
others – including those willing to commit murder – in order to claim a prize of massive fortune. 374 pages.
YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
+Coates, Ta-Nehisi. Between the World and Me. 2015. LP, DB
Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a framework for understanding our nation's history and current crisis. Americans
have built an empire on the idea of "race," a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the
bodies of black women and men -- bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today,
threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a
way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from
its burden? Between the World and Me is Coates's attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his
adolescent son. 337 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
#+Cohen, Marina. The Inn Between. 2016.
Quinn’s little sister Emma has vanished, leaving nothing behind but a backpack. Now on a cross-country
trip with her best friend Kara and family, who are moving to California, Quinn ends up at the Inn Between,
an elegant and eerie Victorian hotel in the desert, where people mysteriously disappear and she catches
glimpses of Emma through distant windows. 198 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Collins, Suzanne. Gregor the Overlander. 2004. LP, DB
Gregor and his two-year-old sister are pulled into a strange underground world, triggering an epic battle
involving men, bats, rats, cockroaches, and spiders while on a quest foretold by ancient prophecy. 320
pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2004-2005.
Collins, Suzanne. The Hunger Games. 2008. LP, DB
In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem conduct an annual televised survival competition
pitting young people from each of the twelve districts against one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss’s skills
are put to the test when she volunteers to take her younger sister’s place. 374 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s
List 2009-2010.
Connolly, John. The Book of Lost Things. 2007. DB
High in his attic bedroom, twelve-year-old David mourns the death of his mother, with only the books on
his shelf for company. But those books have begun to whisper to him in the darkness. Angry and alone, he
takes refuge in his imagination and soon finds that reality and fantasy have begun to meld. 480 pages. YA
and adult. GMBA 2011-2012.
Cormier, Robert. The Chocolate War. 1974. DB
A high school freshman discovers the devastating consequences of refusing to join in the school’s annual
fund raising drive and arousing the wrath of the school bullies. 253 pages. Gr. 8 up.
Cormier, Robert. I Am the Cheese. 1977. DB
A young boy desperately tries to unlock his past, yet knows he must hide those memories if he is to remain
alive. 233 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Couloumbis, Audrey. Jake. 2010.
When ten-year-old Jake’s widowed mother breaks her leg just before Christmas while her sister and best
friend are both away, a grandfather Jake barely remembers must come to Baltimore, Maryland, to help a
neighbor take care of him. 176 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Cox, Lynne. Swimming to Antarctica: Tales of a Long-Distance Swimmer. 2004. LP
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The world's most extraordinary distance swimmer writes about her emotional and spiritual need to swim
and about the almost mystical act of swimming itself. 359 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2006-2007.
Creech, Sharon. Love That Dog. 2001.
A young student, who comes to love poetry through a personal understanding of what different famous
poems mean to him, surprises himself by writing his own inspired poem. 86 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List
2002-2003.
Creech, Sharon. Walk Two Moons. 1994. DB
After her mother leaves home suddenly, thirteen-year-old Sal and her grandparents take a car trip retracing
her mother's route. Along the way, Sal recounts the story of her friend Phoebe, whose mother also left. 280
pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1995-1996.
Creech, Sharon. The Wanderer. 2000. LP, DB
Thirteen-year-old Sophie and her cousin Cody record their transatlantic crossing aboard the Wanderer, a
forty-five foot sailboat which, along with uncles and another cousin, is en route to visit their grandfather in
England. 305 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2001-2002.
Cronn-Mills, Kirstin. Beautiful Music for Ugly Children. 2012. DB
Gabe has always identified as a boy, but he was born with a girl's body. With his new public access radio
show gaining in popularity, Gabe struggles with romance, friendships, and parents--all while trying to come
out as transgender. 271 pages. YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
Curtis, Christopher Paul. Bucking the Sarge. 2004. LP
Deeply involved in his cold and manipulative mother’s shady business dealings in Flint, Michigan,
fourteen-year-old Luther keeps a sense of humor while running the Happy Neighbor Group Home for Men,
all the while dreaming of going to college and becoming a philosopher. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
+Curtis, Christopher Paul. The Madman of Piney Woods. 2014.
Benji and Red couldn't be more different. They aren't friends. They don't even live in the same town. But
their fates are entwined. Both of them have encountered a strange presence in the forest, watching them,
tracking them. Could the Madman of Piney Woods be real? 384 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Curtis, Christopher Paul. The Mighty Miss Malone. 2012. DB
With love and determination befitting the "world's greatest family," twelve-year-old Deza Malone, her
older brother Jimmie, and their parents endure tough times in Gary, Indiana, and later Flint, Michigan,
during the Great Depression. 320 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Cushman, Karen. Catherine Called Birdy. 1994.
The thirteen-year-old daughter of an English country knight keeps a journal in which she records the events
of her life, particularly her longing for adventures beyond the usual role of women and her efforts to avoid
being married off. 169 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 1995-1996.
Davies, Jacqueline. The Lemonade Crime. 2011. DB
When money disappears from fourth-grader Evan’s pocket and everyone thinks that his annoying classmate
Scott stole it, Evan’s younger sister stages a trial involving the entire class, trying to prove what happened.
160 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
#+Davies, Jacqueline. Nothing but Trouble. 2016.
Budding engineer Maggie Gallagher and her artsy new friend Lena Polachev plan and execute elaborate
pranks at their school, brining much needed change to their depressed community. 314 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
+De Angeli, Marguerite. The Door in the Wall. 1949. DB
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In the Middle Ages a young boy crippled by the plague has an adventurous journey from London to the
castle where he becomes a page. 111 pages.
+De Fombelle, Timothee. Vango: Between Sky and Earth. 2014. DB
In the world between the wars, a young man on the cusp of taking priestly vows is suddenly made a
fugitive. Fleeing accusations of murder and attempts on his life, Vango crisscrosses Europe on plane, train
and even zeppelin, desperately trying to uncover the secrets of his past and prove his innocence before it's
too late. 421 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
+de la Peña, Matt. The Living. 2013.
After an earthquake destroys California and a tsunami wrecks the luxury cruise ship where he is a summer
employee, high schooler Shy confronts another deadly surprise. 311 pages. YA GMBA 2015-2016.
+Demetrios, Heather. I’ll Meet You There. 2015.
The story of Skylar, whose dream of attending art school in the fall is threatened by her mother's instability,
and of Josh, who has returned to their small California town from Afghanistan without a leg. 388 pages.
YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
Dessen, Sarah. The Truth About Forever. 2004.
The summer following her father’s death, Macy plans to work as the library and wait for her brainy
boyfriend to return from camp, but instead she goes to work at a catering business where she makes new
friends and finally faces her grief. 400 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
DiCamillo, Kate. Because of Winn-Dixie. 2000. DB
Ten-year-old India Opal Buloni describes her first summer in the town of Naomi, Florida, and all the good
things that happen to her because of her big ugly dog Winn-Dixie. 182 pages. Gr. 3 up. Dorothy’s List
2001-2002.
Dickinson, Peter. Eva. 1989. DB
When Eva awakes from a coma after a terrible car accident, she finds that her mind has been transplanted
into the body of a chimp. 219 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Doctorow, Cory. Little Brother. 2008. DB
After being interrogated for days by the Department of Homeland Security in the aftermath of a major
terrorist attack on San Francisco, California, seventeen-year-old Marcus, released into what is now a police
state, decides to use his expertise in computer hacking to set things right. 416 pages. YA. GMBA 20112012.
Donnelly, Jennifer. A Northern Light. 2003.
In 1906, sixteen-year-old Mattie, determined to attend college and be a writer against the wishes of her
father and fiancé, takes a job at a summer inn where she discovers the truth about the death of a guest.
Based on the true story that inspired Theodore Dreiser's An American Tragedy. 408 pages. YA. GMBA
2005-2006.
Donnelly, Jennifer. Revolution. 2010. DB
An angry, grieving seventeen-year-old musician facing expulsion from her prestigious Brooklyn private
school travels to Paris to complete a school assignment and uncovers a diary written during the French
Revolution by a young actress attempting to help a tortured, imprisoned little boy--Louis Charles, the lost
king of France. 496 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
Donoghue, Emma. Room. 2010. DB
Room is home to Jack, but to his mother it's the prison where she has been held for seven years. Through
her fierce love for her son she has created a life for him in this eleven-by-eleven-foot space, but with Jack's
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curiosity building alongside her own desperation, she knows that Room cannot contain them much longer.
352 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2012-2013.
+Dowell, Frances O’Roark. Dovey Coe. 2001.
When accused of murder in her North Carolina mountain town in 1928, Dovey Coe, a stronged-willed
twelve-year-old girl, comes to a new understanding of others, including her deaf brother. 181 pages.
Draper, Sharon. Out of My Mind. 2010. DB
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers
a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time. 320 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List
2011-2012.
+Draper, Sharon. Stella by Starlight. 2015. DB
When the Ku Klux Klan’s unwelcome reappearance rattles Stella’s segregated southern town, bravery
battles prejudice in this Depression-era story story. Stella’s community—her world—is upended as she
begins to see people in a different light. 320 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Drucker, Malka & Michael Halperin. Jacob’s Rescue. 1993.
In answer to his daughter’s questions, a man recalls the terrifying years of his childhood when a brave
Polish couple, Alex and Mela Roslan, hid him and other Jewish children from the Nazis. Based on a true
story. 115 pages.
+DuBois, William Pene. The Twenty-One Balloons. 1947. DB
Professor Sherman is picked up in the Atlantic and brought to an island full of balloon inventions and
fabulous wealth, only to watch it be destroyed by a violent volcanic eruption. 180 pages. Gr. 4-6.
#Dumas, Firoozeh. It Ain’t So Awful, Falafel. 2016. DB
Recently moved to Newport Beach, California, Zomorod Yousefzadeh’s plan for fitting in at her new
middle school starts with having an American name, Cindy— like on The Brady Bunch. She dreams of
joining the Girl Scouts, making American friends, having a beanbag chair, and fitting in for once. It’s the
late 1970s, and fitting in becomes more difficult as Iran makes headlines with protests, a revolution, and
finally the taking of American hostages. 378 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Eager, Edgar. Half Magic. 1985. LP, DB
Four children spending their summer in a city apartment enjoy a series of fantastic adventures by doublewishing on an ancient coin. 192 pages. Gr. 4 up.
Ellis, Ann Dee. This is What I Did. 2007.
Bullied because of an incident in his past, eighth-grader Logan is unhappy at his new school and has
difficulty relating to others until he meets a quirky girl and a counselor who believe in him. 176 pages. YA.
GMBA 2009-2010.
Ellis, Deborah. The Breadwinner. 2000.
Because the Taliban rulers of Kabul, Afghanistan, impose strict limitations on women's freedom and
behavior, eleven-year-old Parvana must disguise herself as a boy so that her family can survive after her
father's arrest. 170 pages. Gr. 5 up.
+Erskine, Kathryn. The Badger Knight. 2014.
In England in 1346, Adrian has three problems: he is small for his twelve years; he is an albino, so people
are suspicious of him; and his father wants him to be a scribe, while he wants to be an archer. But when he
runs away to join his friend in the fight against the invading Scots, he learns that war can be a lot more
complicated then he imagined. 352 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Erskine, Kathryn. Mockingbird. 2010. DB
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Ten-year-old Caitlin, who has Asperger’s Syndrome, struggles to understand emotions, show empathy, and
make friends at school, while at home she seeks closure by working on a project with her father. 235 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Estes, Eleanor. The Hundred Dresses. 1973. DB
In winning a medal she is no longer there to receive, a tight-lipped little Polish girl teaches her classmates a
lesson. 78 pages. Gr. 3-5.
Falls, Kat. Dark Life. 2010. DB
When fifteen-year-old Ty, who has always lived on the ocean floor, joins Topside girl Gemma in the
frontier’s underworld to seek and stop outlaws who threaten his home, they learn that the government may
pose an even greater threat. 304 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Farmer, Nancy. The Ear, the Eye and the Arm. 1994. LP, DB
In 2194 in Zimbabwe, General Matsika's three children are kidnapped and put to work in a plastic mine
while three mutant detectives use their special powers to search for them. 311 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s
List 1995-1996.
Federle, Tim. Better Nate Than Ever. 2013. DB
An eighth-grader who dreams of performing in a Broadway musical concocts a plan to run away to New
York and audition for the role of Elliot in the musical version of "E.T." 275 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List
2014-2015.
Fisher, Catherine. Incarceron. 2010. DB
To free herself from an upcoming arranged marriage, Claudia, the daughter of the Warden of Incarceron, a
futuristic prison with a mind of its own, decides to help a young prisoner escape. 464 pages. YA. GMBA
2012-2013.
+Fitzgerald, Laura Marx. Under the Egg. 2014.
Her grandfather's dying words lead thirteen-year-old Theodora Tenpenny to a valuable, hidden painting she
fears may be stolen, but it is her search for answers in her Greenwich Village neighborhood that brings a
real treasure. 256 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Fleischman, Sid. The Whipping Boy. 1986. DB
A bratty prince and his whipping boy have many adventures when they inadvertently trade places after
becoming involved with dangerous outlaws. 96 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 1987-1988.
Frank, Anne. Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl. 1952. LP, DB
For two years, Anne and her family were hidden from the Germans by a family in Amsterdam during
World War II. 285 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Freymann-Weyr, Garrett. My Heartbeat. 2002. DB
As she tries to understand the closeness between her older brother and his best friend, fourteen-year-old
Ellen finds her relationship with each of them changing. 176 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
Funke, Cornelia. Inkheart. 2003. LP, DB
Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father Mo, a bookbinder, can "read" fictional characters to life
when an evil ruler named Capricorn, freed from the novel "Inkheart" years earlier, tries to force Mo to
release an immortal monster from the story. 534 pages. Gr. 4-8.
Gaiman, Neil. Anansi Boys. 2005. LP, DB
A semi-realistic fantasy that blends African myth and contemporary Afro-American/Afro-British culture in
a story about an accountant who loses the father who caused him terminal embarrassment, gains a brother
he never knew he had, and finds true love. 416 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2007-2008.
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+Gannon, Nicholas. The Doldrums. 2015.
Archer B. Hemsley wants nothing more than to follow in the footsteps of his adventurous grandparents,
who have unfortunately now vanished in the Arctic. A real adventure will be no easy feat for a young
dreamer like Archer, especially as his mother does not allow him to leave the house. With the help of his
odd and wonderful new friends, Oliver and Adelaide, Archer sets a plan in motion. 340 pages. Gr. 4 up.
Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Gantos, Jack. Hole in My Life. 2002. DB
The author of the Joey Pigza books relates how, as a young adult, he became a drug user and smuggler, was
arrested, did time in prison, and eventually got out and went to college, all the while hoping to become a
writer. 208 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
Gardiner, John Reynolds. Stone Fox. 1980.
Little Willy hopes to pay the back taxes on his grandfather's farm with the winnings from a dog sled race he
enters. 78 pages. Gr. 4 up.
Gebhart, Ryan. There Will Be Bears. 2014.
Thirteen-year-old Tyson sneaks off with his roughneck, but ill, grandpa to go on his first elk hunt, amid
reports of a stalking man-eating grizzly. 224 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
#+Gemeinhart, Dan. Some Kind of Courage. 2016.
Joseph Johnson has lost just about everyone he's ever loved. When his beloved horse Sarah is stolen and
sold, there is nothing that Joseph won’t do to get her back. Joseph embarks on an unforgettable heart
pounding adventure through the 1870’s wilderness of Washington State in hopes of being reunited with the
only family he has left. 234 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Gibbs, Stuart. Belly Up. 2010. DB
Twelve-year-old Teddy investigates when a popular Texas zoo’s star attraction--Henry the hippopotamus-is murdered. 294 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
#Gidwitz, Adam. The Inquisitor’s Tale: Or, The Three Magical Children and Their Holy Dog. 2016. DB
In 1242, a fascinating cast of characters come together by chance at an Inn in France to recount the story of
three magical children. Mr. Gidwitz has proven that he has truly mastered the art of storytelling in this
riveting tale told in many voices. 363 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Giff, Patricia Reilly. R My Name is Rachel. 2011.
Three city siblings, now living on a farm during the Great Depression, must survive on their own when
their father takes a construction job miles away. 176 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
Gino, Alex. George. 2015. DB
George is a typical 4th grader who wants a part in the school play. But George has a secret. She is a girl in
a boy’s body. She and her best friend hatch a plan to get George the coveted girl’s role in the play and
convince everyone to accept her as she is. 195 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
#+Glidden, Sarah. Rolling Blackouts: Dispatches from Turkey, Syria, and Iraq. 2016.
What is Journalism, and why is it important? These were the questions that Sarah wanted to answer when
she joined her friends on a trip to the Middle East to research potential stories of refugees from the Iraq
War. In this graphic memoir, Glidden shares her observations. 298 pages. YA GMBA 2017-2018.
Going, K.L. King of the Screwups. 2009. DB
After getting in trouble yet again, popular high school senior Liam, who never seems to live up to his
wealthy father’s expectations, is sent to live in a trailer park with his gay "glam-rocker" uncle. 320 pages.
YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
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Goldblatt, Mark. Twerp. 2013.
In Queens, New York, in 1969, twelve-year-old Julian Twerski writes a journal for his English teacher in
which he explores his friendships and how they are affected by girls, a new student who may be as fast as
Julian, and especially an incident of bullying. 278 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
Goodman, Allegra. The Other Side of the Island. 2008. DB
Born in the eighteenth year of Enclosure, ten-year-old Honor lives in a highly regulated colony with her
defiant parents, but when they have an illegal second child and are taken away, it is up to Honor and her
friend Helix, another "unpredictable," to uncover a terrible secret about their island and the corporation that
runs everything. 288 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2009-2010.
Grabenstein, Chris. Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library. 2013. DB
Twelve-year-old Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new town library, designed by his hero (the famous
gamemaker Luigi Lemoncello), with other students, but finds that come morning he must work with friends
to solve puzzles in order to escape. 290 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
+Graff, Lisa. Absolutely Almost. 2014. DB
Ten-year-old Albie has never been the smartest, tallest, best at gym, greatest artist, or most musical in his
class, as his parents keep reminding him, but new nanny Calista helps him uncover his strengths and take
pride in himself. 320 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
+Graff, Lisa. Lost in the Sun. Philomel. 2015. DB
When Trent is involved in a horrible accident that results in another boy’s death, he must find a way to
overcome his guilt and rage in this touching story of acceptance and forgiveness. 289 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Grahame, Kenneth. The Wind in the Willows. 1989. LP, DB
Escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside – Toad, Mole, Rat, and
Badger. 259 pages. Gr. 4 up.
#Gratz, Alan. Projekt 1065: A Novel of World War II. 2016. DB
In a thrilling and fascinating insider’s glimpse into the Hitler Youth, the son of an Irish ambassador to
Germany poses as a member in order to support the Allies during World War II. 309 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
+Graudin, Ryan. Wolf by Wolf. 2015. DB
The first book in a duology about an alternate version of 1956 where the Axis powers won WWII, and hold
an annual motorcycle race across their conjoined continents to commemorate their victory. 379 pages. YA.
GMBA 2016-2017.
Gray, Keith. Ostrich Boys. 2010.
After their best friend Ross dies, English teenagers Blake, Kenny, and Sim plan a proper memorial by
taking his ashes to Ross, Scotland, an adventure-filled journey that tests their loyalty to each other and
forces them to question what friendship means. 304 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
Green, John. An Abundance of Katherines. 2006.
Having been recently dumped for the nineteenth time by a girl named Katherine, recent high school
graduate and former child prodigy Colin sets off on a road trip with his best friend to try to find some new
direction in life while also trying to create a mathematical formula to explain his relationships. 272 pages.
YA. GMBA Winner 2008.
Green, John. The Fault in Our Stars. 2012. DB
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Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has accepted her terminal diagnosis until a
chance meeting with a boy at cancer support group forces her to reexamine her perspective on love, loss,
and life. 336 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Green, John. Looking for Alaska. 2005. DB
Sixteen-year-old Miles′ first year at Culver Creek Preparatory School in Alabama includes good friends
and great pranks. 256 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
Green, John. Paper Towns. 2008. DB
One month before graduating from his Central Florida high school, Quentin "Q" Jacobsen basks in the
predictable boringness of his life until the beautiful and exciting Margo Roth Spiegelman, Q’s neighbor and
classmate, takes him on a midnight adventure and then mysteriously disappears. 320 pages. YA. GMBA
2010-2011.
#+Griffin, Paul. When Friendship Followed Me Home. 2016. DB
A boy’s chance encounter with a scruffy dog leads to an unforgettable friendship in this deeply moving
story about life, loss and the meaning of family. 247 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
+Gruenbaum, Michael and Todd Hasak-Lowy. Somewhere There is Still a Sun: A Memoir of the Holocaust. 2015.
Michael “Misha” Gruenbaum enjoyed a carefree childhood playing games and taking walks through Prague
with his beloved father. All of that changed forever when the Nazis invaded Prague. The Gruenbaum
family was forced to move into the Jewish Ghetto in Prague. Then, after a devastating loss, Michael, his
mother and sister were deported to the Terezin concentration camp. 375 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List
2016-2017.
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Found. 2008. LP, DB
When thirteen-year-olds Jonah and Chip, who are both adopted, learn they were discovered on a plane that
appeared out of nowhere, full of babies with no adults on board, they realize that they have uncovered a
mystery involving time travel and two opposing forces, each trying to repair the fabric of time. 336 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2009-2010.
Haddon, Mark. The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. 2003. DB
Despite his overwhelming fear of interacting with people, Christopher, a mathematically-gifted, autistic
fifteen-year-old boy, decides to investigate the murder of a neighbor's dog and uncovers secret information
about his mother. 226 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2005-2006.
Hagen, George. Gabriel Finley and the Raven’s Riddle. 2014.
Eleven-year-old Gabriel, helped by a young raven with whom he has a magical bond, travels to the
forbidding land of Aviopolis, where he must face challenges and unanswerable riddles to rescue his longmissing father. 384 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Hahn, Mary Downing. All the Lovely Bad Ones. 2008. DB
While spending the summer at their grandmother’s Vermont inn, two prankster siblings awaken young
ghosts from the inn’s distant past who refuse to "rest in peace." 182 pages.
Hahn, Mary Downing. Closed for the Season. 2009. DB
When thirteen-year-old Logan and his family move into a run-down old house in rural Virginia, he
discovers that a woman was murdered there and becomes involved with his neighbor Arthur in a dangerous
investigation to try to uncover the killer. 182 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
Hahn, Mary Downing. Stepping on the Cracks. 1991. DB
In 1944, while her brother is overseas fighting in World War II, eleven-year-old Margaret gets a new view
of the school bully, Gordy, when she finds him hiding his own brother, an army deserter, and decides to
help him. 216 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1992-1993.
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Halpin, Brendan. Donorboy. 2004.
Fourteen-year-old Rosalind finds herself adjusting to a new life that seems both hateful and surreal - she's
an orphan with a new father, surrounded by friends she is beginning to despise and well-meaning adults
who succeed only in annoying her. 224 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
Harden, Blaine. Escape from Camp 14: One Man's Remarkable Odyssey from North Korea to Freedom in the West.
2012. LP
Chronicles the life of Dong-hyuk Shin, who was raised in a political prison camp in North Korea, and
describes the inhuman conditions inside, his harrowing escape from the camp and the country, and his
efforts to raise awareness of the camps to others. 210 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2014-2015.
#Harrington, Karen. Mayday. 2016. DB
After a plane crash, Wayne Kovok literally loses his voice. With the help of his strict military grandfather
and a new friend who only sings, Wayne’s quest for a lost flag helps him to find a stronger voice than he
ever dreamed possible. Be prepared to learn many many many useless yet fascinating facts that you never
knew you wanted to know. 344 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Harrington, Karen. Sure Signs of Crazy. 2013. DB
Twelve-year-old Sarah writes letters to her hero, To Kill a Mockingbird's Atticus Finch, for help
understanding her mentally ill mother, her first real crush, and life in her small Texas town, all in one
summer. 280 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
#+Hartley, A.J. Steeplejack. 2016. DB
Ang works as a steeplejack in a 19th century South African city, cleaning and fixing chimneys and towers.
Through this work, she learns of many dark secrets of Bar-Salem. When thievery and a murder coincide,
Ang can't help but get swept up in solving the mystery. 334 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Hartman, Rachel. Seraphina. 2012. DB
In a world where dragons and humans coexist in an uneasy truce and dragons can assume human form,
Seraphina, whose mother died giving birth to her, grapples with her own identity amid magical secrets and
royal scandals, while she struggles to accept and develop her extraordinary musical talents. 512 pages. YA.
GMBA 2013-2014.
Hasak-Lowy, Todd. 33 Minutes… Until Morgan Sturtz Kicks My Butt. 2013.
An epic lunch period leads to a fateful showdown as small, skinny seventh-grader Sam's former best friend-now a popular athlete--promises to beat Sam up at recess in exactly thirty-three minutes. 210 pages. Gr. 5
up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
+Hautala, Beth. Waiting for Unicorns.
Twelve-year-old Talia just lost her mother to cancer, and as if that wasn’t hard enough to cope with, now
her father is about to bring her to the Arctic for her whole summer vacation and leave her with a mysterious
Inuit woman that she’s never even met. While Talia’s dad is out researching whales on the dangerous
tundra, will she somehow find hope and friendship in this barren place or will she be left alone, wishing for
impossible things? 240 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Hautman, Pete. Godless. 2004. LP, DB
When sixteen-year-old Jason Bock and his friends create their own religion to worship the town's water
tower, what started out as a joke begins to take on a power of its own. 208 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
+Herrera, Robin. Hope Is a Ferris Wheel. 2014.
After moving from Oregon to a trailer park in California, ten-year-old Star participates in a poetry club,
where she learns some important lessons about herself and her own hopes and dreams for the future. 261
pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
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Hesse, Karen. Letters from Rifka. 1992. DB
In letters to her cousin, a young Jewish girl chronicles her family's flight from Russia in 1919 and her own
experiences when she must be left in Belgium for a while when the others emigrate to America. 148 pages.
Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 1993-1994.
Hesse, Karen. Witness. 2001. DB
A series of poems express the views of various people in a small Vermont town, including a young black
girl and a young Jewish girl, during the early 1920s when the Ku Klux Klan is trying to infiltrate the town.
161 pages. Gr. 5-8 Dorothy’s List 2002-2003.
Hiaasen, Carl. Chomp. 2012. DB
When the difficult star of the reality television show "Expedition Survival" disappears while filming an
episode in the Florida Everglades using animals from the wildlife refuge run by Wahoo Crane's family,
Wahoo and classmate Tuna Gordon set out to find him while avoiding Tuna's gun-happy father. 304 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Hiaasen, Carl. Scat. 2009. DB
Nick and his friend Marta decide to investigate when a mysterious fire starts near a Florida wildlife
preserve and an unpopular teacher goes missing. 384 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
+Hilton, Marilyn. Full Cicada Moon. 2015. DB
In 1969, twelve-year-old Mimi and her family move to an all-white town in Vermont, where Mimi's mixedrace background and interest in "boyish" topics like astronomy make her feel like an outsider. 389 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Hinton, S.E. The Outsiders. 1967. DB
The struggle of three brothers to stay together after their parent's death and their quest for identity among
the conflicting values of their adolescent society. 192 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Hiranandani, Veera. The Whole Story of Half a Girl. Delacorte. 2012.
When Sonia's father loses his job and she must move from her small, supportive private school to a public
middle school, the half-Jewish half-Indian sixth-grader experiences culture shock as she tries to navigate
the school's unfamiliar social scene. 224 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Holm, Jennifer. The Fourteenth Goldfish. 2014. DB
Ellie's scientist grandfather has discovered a way to reverse aging, and consequently has turned into a
teenager – which makes for complicated relationships when he moves in with Ellie and her mother, his
daughter. 208 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Hoose, Phillip. The Boys Who Challenged Hitler: Knud Pedersen and the Churchill Club. 2015. DB
At the outset of World War II, Denmark did not resist German occupation. Fifteen-year-old Knud Pedersen
resolved with a handful of schoolmates to take action against the Nazis if the adults would not and
committed countless acts of sabotage. They eventually were arrested, but their exploits helped spark a fullblown Danish resistance. 198 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Hopkins, Ellen. Crank. 2004.
Kristina Georgia Snow is the perfect daughter: gifted high school junior, quiet, never any trouble. But on a
trip to visit her absentee father, she is introduced to the monster: crank, and what begins as a wild, ecstatic
ride turns into a struggle through hell for her mind, her soul and her life. 544 pages. YA. GMBA 20082009.
#+Hopkinson, Deborah. A Bandit’s Tale: The Muddled Misadventures of a Pickpocket. 2016. DB
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Gutsy eleven year old Italian immigrant Rocco arrives in NYC in the spring of 1887 without a penny to his
name. Forced to work for an unscrupulous padron, Rocco decides to strike out on his own than succumb to
daily abuse. In his struggle for a better life he faces many misadventures and makes a new friend or two
along the way. 290 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
House, Silas & Neela Vaswani. Same Sun Here. 2012. DB
A twelve-year-old Indian immigrant in New York City and a Kentucky coal miner's son become pen pals,
and eventually best friends, through a series of revealing letters exploring such topics as environmental
activism, immigration, and racism. 297 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Howe, James. Addie on the Inside. 2011.
Outspoken thirteen-year-old Addie Carle learns about love, loss, and staying true to herself as she navigates
seventh grade, enjoys a visit from her grandmother, fights with her boyfriend, and endures gossip and
meanness from her former best friend. 240 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
+Howe, James. Bunnicula. 1979. DB
Though scoffed at by Harold the dog, Chester the cat tries to warn his human family that their foundling
baby bunny must be a vampire. 128 pages. Grade 3 up. Dorothy’s List 1980-1981.
Hunt, Lynda Mullaly. One for the Murphys. 2012.
After heartbreaking betrayal, Carley is sent to live with a foster family and struggles with opening herself
up to their love. 224 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
+Jamieson, Victoria. Roller Girl.
In this graphic novel adventure, twelve-year-old Astrid discovers roller derby right as she and her best
friend are growing apart. 239 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Jiang, Ji-Li. Red Scarf Girl: A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution. 1997. DB
An outstanding student and much admired leader of her class, Ji-Li Jiang was poised for a shining future in
the Communist party until the Cultural Revolution of 1966. Told with simplicity, innocence and grace, this
unforgettable memoir gives a child's eye view of a terrifying time in 20th-century history--and of one
family's indomitable courage under fire. 304 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Johnson, Angela. The First Part Last. 2003. LP, DB
Bobby's carefree teenage life changes forever when he becomes a father and must care for his adored baby
daughter. 144 pages. YA. GMBA 2005-2006.
Johnson, Jaleigh. The Mark of the Dragonfly. 2014.
Since her father's death in a factory in the Dragonfly territories, thirteen-year-old Piper has eked out a
living as a scrapper in Merrow Kingdom, but the arrival of a mysterious girl sends her on a dangerous
journey to distant lands. 400 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Johnson, Maureen. 13 Little Blue Envelopes. 2005.
When seventeen-year-old Ginny receives a packet of mysterious envelopes from her favorite aunt, she
leaves New Jersey to criss-cross Europe on a sort of scavenger hunt that transforms her life. 352 pages. YA.
GMBA 2008-2009.
Johnson, Maureen. The Name of the Star. 2011. DB.
Rory, of Bénouville, Louisiana, is spending a year at a London boarding school when she witnesses a
murder by a Jack the Ripper copycat and becomes involved with the very unusual investigation. 400 pages.
YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Johnson, Maureen. Suite Scarlett. 2008. DB
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Fifteen-year-old Scarlett Marvin is stuck in New York City for the summer working at her quirky family’s
historic hotel, but her out-of-work actor brother’s attractive new friend and a seasonal guest who offers her
an intriguing and challenging writing project improve her outlook. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
+Johnson, Terry Lynn. Ice Dogs. 2014.
Victoria Secord, a 14-year-old dog musher, has been struggling in the year since her father died. While out
on a run with the dogs, she finds and rescues an injured city boy, but after getting lost in a blizzard it will
take all her survival skills for Victoria to lead everyone to safety. 279 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 20152016.
+Johnston, E. K. The Story of Owen: Dragon Slayer of Trondheim. 2014. DB
In a world where dragons and humans are rivals for fossil fuels, Owen Thorskard is valiant of heart,
hopeless at algebra, and last in a long line of legendary dragon slayers. With dragons advancing on the
remote town of Trondheim and his grades plummeting, Owen faces impossible odds armed only with a
sword, his legacy, and the classmate who agreed to be his bard. 305 pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
+Jones, Kelly. Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer. 2015. DB
Sophie Brown’s family has just moved from Los Angeles to the farm they’ve inherited from a great-uncle.
Farm life gets suddenly more interesting when their cranky chicken moves objects with only her brain: jam
jars, the latch to her henhouse, the entire henhouse.... This quirky, clucky classic is told in letters to
Sophie’s abuela, quizzes, a chicken-care correspondence course, to-do lists, and more. 216 pages. Gr. 4 up.
Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Kadohata, Cynthia. The Thing About Luck. 2013. DB
Just when twelve-year-old Summer thinks nothing else can possibly go wrong in a year of bad luck, an
emergency takes her parents to Japan, leaving Summer to care for her little brother while helping her
cranky grandmother cook and do laundry for harvest workers. 269 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 20142015.
Katcher, Brian. Almost Perfect. 2010. DB
With his mother working long hours and in pain from a romantic break-up, eighteen-year-old Logan feels
alone and unloved until a strange new student arrives at his small-town Missouri high school, keeping a big
secret. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
#+Kelly, Erin Entrada. The Land of Forgotten Girls. 2016.
Two Filipino sisters navigate life in Louisiana with their evil stepmother using the lively imaginations they
inherited from their deceased mother. 299 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Kelly, Joe. I Kill Giants. 2009.
Barbara Thorson, a girl battling monsters both real and imagined, kicks butt, takes names, and faces her
greatest fear in this bittersweet, coming-of-age graphic novel. 184 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Key, Alexander. The Forgotten Door. 1965. DB
An alien introduces the Bean family to a door which leads into a world where humans are friends with
animals, as well as with each other. 140 pages. Gr. 4 up.
+Kidd, Ronald. Night on Fire. 2015. DB
A nuanced and many-layered journey of self-awakening through the eyes of a white girl in small town
Alabama in the 1960's. When Billie hears that the Freedom Riders will be traveling through her town on the
way to Montgomery, she begins to question her own beliefs and has to decide whether to remain silent or
stand up to her family and speak out against the racism she discovers around her. 264 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Kimmel, Elizabeth Cody. The Reinvention of Moxie Roosevelt. 2010. DB
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On her first day of boarding school, a thirteen-year-old girl who feels boring and invisible decides to
change her personality to match her unusual name. 248 pages. Gr. 5 up. DCF 2011-2012.
Kinsella, Sophie. Finding Audrey. 2015.
Fourteen-year-old Audrey is making slow but steady progress dealing with her anxiety disorder when Linus
comes into the picture and her recovery gains momentum. 286 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
+Kinsey-Warnock, Natalie. As Long as There Are Mountains. 1997. DB
Thirteen-year-old Iris dreams of one day running the family farm in northern Vermont, but the summer of
1956 holds many shocking changes that threaten the life Iris loves. 144 pages. Grade 5 up.
+Klise, James. The Art of Secrets. 2014. DB
When Saba Khan’s apartment burns in a mysterious fire, possibly a hate crime, her Chicago high school
rallies around her. Then a quirky piece of art donated to a school fund-raising effort for the Khans is
revealed to be an unknown work by a famous artist, worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, and Saba’s life
turns upside down again. 272 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Kluger, Steve. My Most Excellent Year. 2008.
Three teenagers in Boston narrate their experiences of a year of new friendships, first loves, and coming
into their own. 416 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
+Knudsen, Michelle. Evil Librarian. 2014. DB
Cyn must rescue her best friend from the clutches of a demon librarian who is sucking the life force out of
the entire high school student body – and also save the school musical from technical disaster. 352 pages.
YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
#+Kokie, E.M. Radical. 2016.
Bex is a doomsday prepper. She is ready for the end of the world. Until she meets Lucy, who makes Bex
re-evaluate what she wants out of her life. 437 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
+Konigsburg, Bill. The Porcupine of Truth. 2015. DB
Carson is dreading a summer spent taking care of his terminally ill estranged father, until a chance
encounter with Aisha leads to a road trip that helps both teens redefine the meaning of family. 325 pages.
YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
Kraus, Daniel. Rotters. 2012.
Sixteen-year-old Joey's life takes a very strange turn when his mother's tragic death forces him to move
from Chicago to rural Iowa with the father he has never known who is the town pariah. 448 pages. YA.
GMBA 2014-2015.
LaCour, Nina. Hold Still. 2009. DB
As Caitlin struggles to cope with her best friend Ingrid’s suicide, she turns inward and quiet, but finding
Ingrid’s hidden journal, a new classmate, and new projects help Caitlin find a way to reach out again. 256
pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
LaFevers, Robin. Grave Mercy. 2012. DB
Seventeen-year-old Ismae avoids an arranged marriage by making a place for herself at the convent of St.
Martin, where she learns of her unique gifts and must determine whether she will be trained as an assassin
and serve as a handmaiden to Death. 566 pages. YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
#+LaFleur, Suzanne. Beautiful Blue World. 2016. DB
This touching and suspenseful novel is a brilliant reimagining of war, where even kindness can be a
weapon, and children have the power to see what adults cannot. 210 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 20172018.
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#+Larbalestier, Justine. My Sister Rosa. 2016. DB
Che's main role in life is to keep his ten-year-old sister under control. Rosa is smart, cute, talented, and
also appears to be a psychopath. 312 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Lawson, Jessica. The Actual & Truthful Adventures of Becky Thatcher. 2014.
In 1860, eleven-year-old Becky Thatcher, new to St. Petersburg, Missouri, joins the boys at school in a bet
to steal from the Widow Douglas in hopes of meeting a promise to have adventures which she made to her
brother Jon before he died. 224 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Legrand, Claire. The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls. Illustrated by Sarah Watts. 2012.
Practically-perfect twelve-year-old Victoria Wright must lie, sneak, and break the rules when her
investigation of the disappearance of her best--and only--friend, Lawrence, reveals dark secrets about her
town and the orphanage run by the reclusive Mrs. Cavendish. 343 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 20132014.
LeGuin, Ursula K. Catwings. 1988. DB
Four young cats with wings leave the city slums in search of a safe place to live, finally meeting two
children with kind hands. 40 pages. Gr. 2-5.
L'Engle, Madeleine. A Wrinkle in Time. 1962. LP, DB
Meg and her friends are spirited to another world by three extraterrestrial beings where
they find her father and undergo many terrors before they free him. 190 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List
1963-1964.
Levine, Gail Carson. Ella Enchanted. 1997. DB
In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella struggles against the childhood curse that forces her to
obey any order given to her. 232 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 1998-1999.
Levithan, David. Every Day. 2013.
Every morning, A wakes in a different person's body, in a different person's life, learning over the years to
never get too attached, until A wakes up in the body of Justin and falls in love with Justin's girlfriend,
Rhiannon. 324 pages. YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
Levy, Dana Alison. The Misadventures of the Family Fletcher. 2014. DB
The start of the school year is not going as the Fletcher brothers hoped. Each boy finds his plans for success
veering off in unexpected and sometimes disastrous directions. And at home, their miserable new neighbor
complains about everything. As the year continues, the boys learn the hard and often hilarious lesson that
sometimes what you least expect is what you come to care about the most. 272 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s
List 2015-2016.
Lewis, C.S. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. 1950. LP, DB
Four English school children find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia
and assist Aslan, the golden lion, to triumph over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal
winter. 154 pages. Gr. 4 up.
Lindbergh, Anne. Travel Far, Pay No Fare. 1992.
When twelve-year-old Owen finds that his nine-year-old cousin has a magic bookmark, he joins her when
she enters different stories in hopes of finding a way to prevent their parents' upcoming marriage. 199
pages. Gr. 5-8.
Lockhart, E. The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks. 2008. DB
Sophomore Frankie starts dating senior Matthew Livingston, but when he refuses to talk about the all-male
secret society that he and his friends belong to, Frankie infiltrates the society in order to enliven their
mediocre pranks. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
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+Lovejoy, Sharon. Running Out of Night. 2014.
Every day is a misery for a nameless, motherless Southern girl who is treated cruelly by her pa and
brothers. Her life changes forever when a runaway slave named Zenobia turns to her for help and shelter.
Longing for her own freedom, the girl decides to run away, and she and Zenobia set off on a harrowing
journey. 304 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Lowry, Lois. The Giver. 1993. LP, DB
Given his lifetime assignment at the Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas becomes the receiver of memories shared
by only one other in his community and discovers the terrible truth about the society in which he lives. 180
pages. Gr. 6 up.
Lowry, Lois. Number the Stars. 1989. DB
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie learns how to be brave and
courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis. 137 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List
1990-1991.
Lupica, Mike. Hero. 2010. DB
Fourteen-year-old Zach learns he has the same special abilities as his father, who was the President’s globetrotting troubleshooter until "the Bads" killed him, and now Zach must decide whether to use his powers in
the same way at the risk of his own life. 289 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Lyga, Barry. The Astonishing Adventures of Fanboy and Goth Girl. 2006.
A fifteen-year-old “geek” who keeps a list of the high school jocks and others who torment him, and pours
his energy into creating a great graphic novel, encounters Kyra, Goth Girl, who helps change his outlook on
almost everything, including himself. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
Lyga, Barry. I Hunt Killers. 2012. DB.
Seventeen-year-old Jazz learned all about being a serial killer from his notorious “Dear Old Dad,” but
believes he has a conscience that will help fight his own urges and right some of his father’s wrongs, so he
secretly helps the police apprehend the town’s newest murderer, “The Impressionist.” 384 pages. YA.
GMBA 2013-2014.
Lynch, Chris. Inexcusable. 2005. LP, DB
High school senior and football player Keir sets out to enjoy himself on graduation night, but when he
attempts to comfort a friend whose date has left her stranded, things go terribly wrong. 176 pages. YA.
GMBA 2008-2009.
+Maberry, Jonathan. The Orphan Army (Nightsiders #1). 2015. DB
In a futuristic world where earth is under attack from alien bug invaders, Milo Silk is not a hero. Does Milo
have what it takes join wolf-girl, Evangelyne, and the mysterious Nightsiders in the battle to save earth and
themselves? 392 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
#+MacLachlan, Patricia. The Poet’s Dog. 2016. DB
Only 2 kinds of people can hear Teddy the Irish Wolfhound speak- poets and children. Luckily, this sweet
little story has both of those groups of people as it tells you a powerful story of loss and love. 88 pages. Gr.
4 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
MacLachlan, Patricia. Sarah, Plain and Tall. 1985. LP, DB
When their father invites a mail-order bride to come live with them in their prairie home, Caleb and Anna
are captivated by their new mother and hope that she will stay. 58 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 19861987.
MacLachlan, Patricia. Waiting for the Magic. 2011. DB
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When Papa goes away for a little while, his family tries to cope with the separation by adopting four dogs
and a cat. 176 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
+Magoon, Kekla. Shadows of Sherwood (A Robyn Hoodlum Adventure). 2015. DB
The night her parents disappear, twelve-year-old Robyn Loxley must learn to fend for herself. Her home,
Nott City, has been taken over by a harsh governor, Ignomus Crown. After fleeing for her life, Robyn has
no choice but to join a band of misfit kids, each with their own special talent for mischief. 355 pages. Gr. 5
up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Marino, Nan. Hiding Out at the Pancake Palace. 2013.
When musical prodigy Elvis Ruby completely freezes up on television, he is forced to hide out in the
Pinelands of New Jersey and try to find his way back to the music once again with the help of a new friend.
250 pages. Gr. 5 and up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
Marr, Melissa. Wicked Lovely. 2007.
Seventeen-year-old Aislinn, who has the rare ability to see faeries, is drawn against her will into a
centuries-old battle between the Summer King and the Winter Queen, as the survival of her life, her love,
and summer all hang in the balance. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
Martel, Yan. Life of Pi. 2002. LP, DB
After a shipwreck, Pi finds himself alone on a lifeboat, his only companions a hyena, an orangutan, a
wounded zebra, and Richard Parker, a 450 pound Bengal tiger. 326 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2005-2006.
Martin, Ann M. Rain Reign. 2014. DB
Struggling with Asperger's, Rose shares a bond with her beloved dog, but when the dog goes missing
during a storm, Rose is forced to confront the limits of her comfort levels, even if it means leaving her
routines in order to search for her pet. 240 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Martinez, A. Lee. Emperor Mollusk Versus The Sinister Brain. 2013.
Emperor Mollusk, ex-warlord of Earth, comes out of retirement to save the planet from the sinister brain's
control. 312 pages. YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
Martinez, A. Lee. Helen and Troy’s Epic Road Quest. 2013. DB
A minotaur girl, an all-American boy, a three-legged dog, and a classic car are on a road trip, pursued by
the curse of an ancient god and a pack of reluctant orc assassins. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
Mass, Wendy. 11 Birthdays. 2009.
After celebrating their first nine same-day birthdays together, Amanda and Leo, having fallen out on their
tenth and not speaking to each other for the last year, prepare to celebrate their eleventh birthday separately
but peculiar things begin to happen as the day of their birthday begins to repeat itself over and over again.
272 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
Matson, Morgan. Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour. 2010.
After the death of her father, Amy, a high school student, and Roger, a college freshman, set out on a
carefully planned road trip from California to Connecticut, but wind up taking many detours, forcing Amy
to face her worst fears and come to terms with her grief and guilt. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
+Mauser, Pat Rhoads. A Bundle of Sticks. 1982.
At the mercy of the class bully, a fifth grader is sent to a martial arts school where he learns techniques to
defend himself as well as a philosophy that allows him not to fight. 169 pages.
McBride, Lish. Hold Me Closer, Necromancer. 2010. DB.
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Sam LaCroix, a Seattle fast-food worker and college dropout, discovers that he is a necromancer, part of a
world of harbingers, werewolves, satyrs, and one particular necromancer who sees Sam as a threat to his
lucrative business of raising the dead. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
McCaffrey, Anne. Dragonsong. 1976. DB
Forbidden by her father to indulge in music in any way, a girl on the planet Pern runs away, taking shelter
with the planet's fire lizards who, along with her music, open a new life for her. 176 pages. Gr. 5 up.
McCaughrean, Geraldine. White Darkness. 2007. DB
Taken to Antarctica by the man she thinks of as her uncle for what she believes to be a vacation, Symone, a
troubled fourteen year old, discovers that he is dangerously obsessed with seeking Symme’s Hole, an
opening that supposedly leads into the center of a hollow Earth. 400 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
McCormick, Patricia. Sold. 2006. DB
Thirteen-year-old Lakshmi leaves her poor mountain home in Nepal thinking that she is to work in the city
as a maid, only to find that she has been sold into the sex slave trade in India and that there is almost no
hope of escape. 272 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
McNeal, Tom. Far Far Away. 2013. DB
When Jeremy Johnson Johnson's strange ability to speak to the ghost of Jacob Grimm draws the interest of
his classmate Ginger Boltinghouse, the two find themselves at the center of a series of disappearances in
their town. 371 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
#+Messner, Kate. The Seventh Wish. 2016.
Charlie feels like she's always coming in last. From her Mom's new job to her sister's life away at college,
everything else seems more important than Charlie's upcoming Irish dance competition, her science project,
or how much she misses her sister. One day, while ice-fishing, Charlie catches a fish which offers to grant
her a wish in exchange for its freedom. The most serious plot point involves the discovery of her older
sister's heroin addiction, and her subsequent treatment. 228 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Messner, Kate. Sugar and Ice. 2010. DB
When Russian skating coach Andrei Grosheva offers twelve-year-old farm girl Claire a scholarship to train
with the elite in Lake Placid, she encounters a world of mean girls on ice, where competition is everything.
304 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Mignola, Mike. Joe Golem and the Drowning City. 2013.
In the Drowning City (what Lower Manhattan became after earthquakes and a rising sea level left most of
it submerged underwater) fourteen-year-old Molly McHugh's employer, the psychic medium Felix Orlov,
is abducted after a séance goes wrong, and Molly befriends Simon Hodge, a Victorian detective who's kept
himself alive with magic and steampunk mechanics, and his sidekick, the mysterious Joe Golem. 295
pages. YA. GMBA 2014-2015.
+Milford, Kate. Greenglass House. 2014. DB
At Greenglass House, a smuggler's inn, twelve-year-old Milo, the innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend
his winter holidays relaxing – but soon guests are arriving with strange stories about the house, sending
Milo and Meddy, the cook's daughter, on an adventure. 376 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Moore, Perry. Hero. 2009.
Thom Creed, the gay son of a disowned superhero, finds that he, too, has special powers and is asked to
join the very League that rejected his father; it is there that Thom finds other misfits whom he can finally
trust. 432 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
Morgenstern, Erin. Night Circus. 2011. DB.
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Waging a fierce competition for which they have trained since childhood, circus magicians Celia and
Marco unexpectedly fall in love with each other and share a fantastical romance that manifests in fateful
ways. 516 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2013-2014.
+Munroe, Randall. What If?: Serious Scientific Answers to Absurd Hypothetical Questions. 2014. DB
How long could a nuclear submarine survive in space? What would happen if you tried to hit a baseball
pitched at 90% the speed of light? How long could someone live if they suddenly lost all of their DNA?
Are stick figures any good at answering crazy questions? In the case of this last question, yes, at least when
they’re the creations of Randall Munroe, a former NASA roboticist and creator of the webcomic xkcd. 303
pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
+Murdoch, Emily. If You Find Me. 2013.
A broken-down camper hidden deep in a national forest is the only home fifteen year-old Carey can
remember, but when Carey’s mentally ill mother disappears and two strangers arrive, Carey must face the
truth of why her mother abducted her ten years ago. 288 pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
Murdock, Catherine Gilbert. Dairy Queen. 2006. DB
After spending her summer running the family farm and training the quarterback for her school’s rival
football team, sixteen-year-old D.J. decides to go out for the sport herself, not anticipating the reactions of
those around her. 274 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
Myers, Walter Dean. Shooter. 2004. LP, DB
Written in the form of interviews, reports, and journal entries, this story of three troubled teenagers ends in
a tragic school shooting. 256 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
+Napoli, Donna Jo. Zel. 1996.
Based on the fairy tale Rapunzel, the story is told in alternating chapters from the point of view of Zel, her
mother, and the nobleman who pursues her, and delves into the psychological motivations of each of the
characters. 227 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Shiloh. 1991. DB
When he finds a lost beagle in the hills behind his West Virginia home, Marty tries to hide it from his
family and the dog's real owner, a mean-spirited man known to shoot deer out of season and to mistreat his
dogs. 144 pages. Gr. 3 up. Dorothy’s List 1992-1993.
Nelson, Marilyn. A Wreath for Emmett Till. 2005. DB
In 1955 people all over the United States knew that Emmett Louis Till was a fourteen-year-old African
American boy lynched for supposedly whistling at a white woman in Mississippi. The brutality of his
murder, the open-casket funeral held by his mother, Mamie Till Mobley, and the acquittal of the men tried
for the crime drew wide media attention. In a profound and chilling poem, Marilyn Nelson tells us of the
boy whose fate helped spark the civil rights movement. 48 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Ness, Patrick. The Knife of Never Letting Go. 2009.
Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister Aaron, young Todd and Viola set out across New
World searching for answers about his colony’s true past and seeking a way to warn the ship bringing
hopeful settlers from Old World. 496 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Ness, Patrick. A Monster Calls. 2011. DB.
Thirteen-year-old Conor awakens one night to find a monster outside his bedroom window, but not the one
from the recurring nightmare that began when his mother became ill--an ancient, wild creature that wants
him to face truth and loss. 224 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Nielsen, Jennifer A. The False Prince. 2012.
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In the fictional country of Carthya, a devious nobleman engages four orphans in a brutal competition to be
selected to impersonate the king's long-missing son in an effort to avoid a civil war. 352 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
+Nielsen, Jennifer A. A Night Divided. 2015. DB
With the rise of the Berlin Wall, twelve-year-old Gerta finds her family suddenly divided. She, her mother,
and her brother Fritz live on the eastern side, controlled by the Soviets. Her father and middle brother, who
had gone west in search of work, cannot return home. Will Gerta and her family find their way to freedom?
317 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
North, Ryan, et al. Machine of Death. 2010.
Thirty-four different stories about people who know how, but not when, they will die. Even when people
do have knowledge of the future, things can turn out very differently from what they expect. 464 pages. YA
and adult. GMBA 2012-2013.
Novgorodoff, Danica, James Ponslodt, & Benjamin Percy. Refresh, Refresh. 2009.
While their fathers are fighting in Iraq, Josh, Cody, and Gordon are about to graduate from high school and
struggle to make the big decisions about their futures. 144 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
Novik, Naomi. His Majesty’s Dragon. 2006. DB
Plenty of Napoleonic swash is buckled in this alternative history (think Master and Commander or Jane
Austen with dragons). After bonding with the dragon Tremaire, an elegant, intelligent creature once
destined for Napoleon himself, Captain Will Laurence leaves the Royal Navy for the Aerial Corps and a
new life as battle-filled as his old one. 384 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2008-2009.
+Nye, Naomi Shihab. The Turtle of Oman. 2014.
When Aref, a third-grader who lives in Muscat, Oman, refuses to pack his suitcase and prepare to move to
Michigan, his mother asks for help from his grandfather, his Siddi, who takes Aref around the country,
storing up memories he can carry with him to a new home. 304 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
O'Brien, Robert. Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH. 1986. DB
Having no one to help her with her problems, a widowed mouse visits the rats whose former imprisonment
in a laboratory made them wise and long lived. 233 pages. Gr. 5 up.
O’Connor, Barbara. The Fantastic Secret of Owen Jester. 2010. DB
After Owen captures an enormous bullfrog, names it Tooley Graham, then has to release it, he and two
friends try to use a small submarine that fell from a passing train to search for Tooley in the Carter,
Georgia, pond it came from, while avoiding nosy neighbor Viola. 168 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List
2011-2012.
#+O’Connor, Barbara. Wish. 2016. DB
Charlie Reese has been making the same secret wish every day since the fourth grade. But when she is
separated from her older sister and sent to live with family she barely knows, it seems unlikely that her
wish will ever come true. With the help of a stray dog, a plucky neighbor and a big-hearted family, Charlie
discovers that what she thought she wants may not at all be what she needs. 227 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s
List 2017-2018.
O’Malley, Daniel. The Rook. 2012. DB
Myfanwy Thomas awakes in a London park surrounded by bodies all wearing latex gloves. With no
recollection of who she is, Myfanwy must follow the instructions her former self left behind to discover her
identity and track down the agents who want to destroy her. 521 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2015-2016.
O’Neill, Heather. Lullabies for Little Criminals. 2006.
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Motherless, thirteen year old Baby lives with her father, Jules, who takes better care of his heroin habit than
he does of his daughter, but her blossoming beauty has captured the attention of a charismatic and
dangerous local pimp who runs an army of sad, slavishly devoted girls-a volatile situation even the
normally oblivious Jules cannot ignore. 352 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2009-2010.
#Olson, Tod. Lost in the Pacific, 1942: Not a Drop to Drink. 2016.
On October 21, 1942, a B-17 bomber carrying eight men crashed into the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Lost
at sea and without a drop to drink, this thrilling account of history tells the true story of their struggle to
survive. 168 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
+Oppel, Kenneth. The Boundless. 2014.
Aboard “The Boundless,” the greatest train ever built, on its maiden voyage across Canada, teenaged Will
enlists the aid of a traveling circus to save the train from villains. 336 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 20152016.
+Oppel, Kenneth. The Nest. 2015. DB
For some kids summer is a sun-soaked season of fun. But for Steve, it’s just another season of worries.
Worries about his sick newborn baby brother who is fighting to survive, worries about his parents who are
struggling to cope, even worries about the wasp’s nest looming ominously from the eaves. So when a
mysterious wasp queen invades his dreams, offering to “fix” the baby, Steve thinks his prayers have been
answered. 244 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Oppel, Kenneth. This Dark Endeavor. 2011.
When his twin brother falls ill in the family’s chateau in the independent republic of Geneva in the
eighteenth century, sixteen-year-old Victor Frankenstein embarks on a dangerous and uncertain quest to
create the forbidden Elixir of Life described in an ancient text in the family’s secret Biblioteka Obscura.
320 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
+Orr, Wendy. Nim’s Island. 2001. DB
Nim loves her island home and the animals she shares it with even while her scientist father is away doing
research, but trouble is on the way and a new e-mail friend could be the only one who can help. 125 pages.
Otsuka, Julie. When the Emperor Was Divine. 2002. DB
A story told from five different points of view chronicles the experiences of Japanese Americans caught up
in the nightmare of World War II internment camps. 160 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2007-2008.
Parrado, Nando. Miracle in the Andes: 72 Days on the Mountain and My Long Trek Home. 2006. LP, DB
In 1972 a plane full of young Uruguayan rugby players crashed in the Andes Mountains. Thirty-four years
later, after much reflection and soul-searching, crash survivor Nando Parrado shares his side of the story.
304 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2008-2009.
+Paterson, Katherine. Bridge to Terabithia. 1977. LP, DB
The life of ten-year-old Jess in rural Virginia expands when he becomes friends with newcomer Leslie, and
they create the imaginary land of Terabithia where they rule as king and queen, until a terrible tragedy
occurs. 144 pages. Grade 5 up.
Paterson, Katherine. Day of the Pelican. 2009. DB
In 1998 when the Kosovo hostilities escalate, thirteen-year-old Meli’s life as an ethnic Albanian changes
forever after her brother escapes his Serbian captors and the entire family flees from one refugee camp to
another until they are able to immigrate to America. 160 pages. Gr. 5 up.
Paterson, Katherine & John. The Flint Heart: A Fairy Story. 2011. DB
A magical amulet brings power and despair to those who touch it. 288 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List
2012-2013.
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Paterson, Katherine. The Great Gilly Hopkins. 1978. LP, DB
An eleven-year old foster child tries to cope with her longings and fears as she schemes against everyone
who tries to be friendly. 148 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1979-1980.
Paterson, Katherine. Jacob, Have I Loved. 1980. DB
Feeling deprived all her life of schooling, friends, mother, and even her name by her twin sister, Louise
finally begins to find her identity. 244 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 1981-1982.
Paterson, Katherine. Jip: His Story. 1996. DB
While living on a Vermont poor farm during 1855 and 1856, Jip learns his identity and that of his mother
and comes to understand how he arrived at this place. 180 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1997-1998.
Paterson, Katherine. Lyddie. 1991. LP, DB
Impoverished Vermont farm girl Lyddie Worthen is determined to gain her independence by becoming a
factory worker in Lowell, Massachusetts, in the 1840s. 182 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1992-1993.
Patterson, James & Hal Friedman. Med Head: My Knock-down, Drag-out, Drugged-up Battle with My Brain. 2010.
From the age of five, Cory Friedman’s life became a hell of irrepressible tics and involuntary utterances,
and Cory embarked on an excruciating journey from specialist to specialist to discover the cause of his
disease. This is the true story of Cory and his family’s decades-long battle for survival in the face of
extraordinary difficulties and a maddening medical establishment. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Paulsen, Gary. Dogsong. 1983. LP, DB
A fourteen-year-old Eskimo boy who feels assailed by the modernity of his life takes a 1400-mile journey
by dog sled across ice, tundra, and mountains seeking his own "song" of himself. 177 pages. Gr. 5-8.
Paulsen, Gary. Hatchet. 1987. DB
After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian spends fifty-four days in the wilderness, learning to survive
with only the aid of a hatchet given him by his mother, and learning also to survive his parents' divorce.
195 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1988-1989.
Pearce, Philippa. Tom's Midnight Garden. 1958. DB
Tom is angry at being sent to stay with his aunt and uncle when his brother catches the measles, but when
he discovers the way into a mysterious garden that doesn't exist in our time and befriends a girl from the
past, he never wants to leave. 232 pages. Gr. 5 up.
+Pearsall, Shelley. The Seventh Most Important Thing. 2015. DB
After throwing a brick at the neighborhood "Junk Man", Arthur is sentenced to 180 days community
service helping out his victim. It isn't long before his preconceptions about the Junk Man are blown apart,
and his journey of redemption truly begins. 278 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Pearson, Ridley. Steel Trapp: The Challenge. 2008. DB
On a two-day train trip to enter his invention in the National Science Competition in Washington, D.C.,
fourteen-year-old Steven "Steel" Trapp, possessor of a remarkable photographic memory, becomes
embroiled in an international plot of kidnapping and bribery that may have links to terrorists. 336 pages.
Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2009-2010.
Pennypacker, Sara. Summer of the Gypsy Moths. 2012. DB
A foster child named Angel and twelve-year-old Stella, who are living with Stella's great-aunt Louise at the
Linger Longer Cottage Colony on Cape Cod, secretly assume responsibility for the vacation rentals when
Louise unexpectedly dies and the girls are afraid of being returned to the foster care system. 288 pages. Gr.
5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Perkins, Lynne Rae. Nuts to You. 2014.
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The squirrels Jed, TsTs, and Chai are the very best of friends. So when Jed is snatched up by a hawk and
carried away to another realm, TsTs and Chai resolve to go after him. New communities are discovered,
new friends are made, huge danger is encountered (both man-made and of the fox and bobcat variety) and
mysteries are revealed. 259 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Perkins, Stephanie. Anna and the French Kiss. 2010. DB
When Anna’s romance-novelist father sends her to an elite American boarding school in Paris for her
senior year of high school, she reluctantly goes, and meets an amazing boy who becomes her best friend, in
spite of the fact that they both want something more. 400 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
Peters, Julie Ann. Luna. 2004.
For years, Liam has transformed himself into the beautiful girl he longs to be with help from his sister's
clothes and makeup in the secrecy of their basement bedrooms, but now, everything is about to change Luna is preparing to emerge from her cocoon. 256 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. Life as We Knew It. 2006. DB
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family’s struggle to survive after a meteor
hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions. 360 pages. YA. GMBA
2009-2010.
Picoult, Jodi. My Sister’s Keeper. 2004. LP, DB
Conceived as a genetic match for her terminally ill sister, Anna is tired of being used as "spare parts," and
sues her parents to take control of her own life. 448 pages. YA & adult. GMBA Winner 2007.
Pierson, D.C. The Boy Who Couldn’t Sleep and Never Had To. 2010.
Fifteen-year-old Darren, a social misfit who spends his time at school trying not to be noticed while
drawing characters for a planned film series and book tie-ins, befriends Eric, another outcast who reveals
that he never sleeps. 240 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2012-2013.
Price, Catherine. 101 Places Not to See Before You Die. 2010.
A spirited, ingenious, tongue-in-cheek guide to some of the least appealing destinations and experiences in
the world. 272 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2011-2012.
Priest, Cherie. Boneshaker. 2009. DB
Inventor Leviticus Blue creates a machine that accidentally decimates Seattle’s banking district and
uncovers a vein of Blight Gas that turns everyone who breathes it into the living dead. Sixteen years later
Briar, Blue’s widow, and her teenage son Ezekiel are surviving – until Zeke impetuously decides that he
must reclaim his father’s name from the clutches of history. 416 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
+Priest, Cherie. I am Princess X. 2015. DB
Two girls become inseparable friends as they bond over art and storytelling. Together they create Princess
X. After a tragic accident, one girl mourns and eventually discovers that Princess X may not have died with
her friend. 227 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Pyron, Bobbie. A Dog’s Way Home. 2011.
After a car accident strands them at opposite ends of the Blue Ridge Parkway, eleven-year-old Abby and
her beloved sheltie Tam overcome months filled with physical and emotional challenges to find their way
back to each other. 336 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
Rawls, Wilson. Where the Red Fern Grows. 1961. LP, DB
The story of a young boy's love for two hunting dogs and his coming of age in Oklahoma in the 1930s. 249
pages. Gr. 6 up.
Reiss, Johanna. The Upstairs Room. 1972.
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A Dutch Jewish girl describes the two-and-one-half years she spent in hiding in the upstairs bedroom of a
farmer's house during World War II. 208 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 1973-1974.
+Resau, Laura. The Lightning Queen. 2015.
Combining history, magic and folklore, this colorful tale offers a glimpse into an encounter between two
fascinating but marginalized cultures--the Rom and the Mixtec Indians--while telling the heart-warming
story of an unlikely friendship that spans generations. 323 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
+Reynolds, Jason & Brendan Kiely. All American Boys. 2015. DB
When sixteen-year-old Rashad is mistakenly accused of stealing, classmate Quinn witnesses his brutal
beating at the hands of a police officer who happens to be the older brother of his best friend. Told through
Rashad and Quinn's alternating viewpoints. 316 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
#+Reynolds, Jason. Ghost. 2016. DB
“Ghost” Crenshaw has been running for three years, ever since the night his father shot a gun at him and his
mother. One day, while watching a track practice, he decides to crash a race. Impressed, the coach offers
him a spot on the team, with one condition: if Ghost can stop getting into fights at middle school, he can
run for the Defenders. 181 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Riggs, Ransom. Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. 2011. DB.
A horrific family tragedy sends sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of Wales,
where he discovers the crumbling ruins of an old orphanage that was home to children who were more than
just peculiar, but possibly dangerous--and who may still be alive. Illustrated with vintage found
photographs. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Riordan, Rick. The Lightning Thief. 2008. LP, DB
After learning that he is the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the sea, twelve-year-old Percy is
sent to a summer camp for demigods like himself, and joins his new friends on a quest to prevent a war
between the gods. Gr. 5 up. 400 pages.
Roach, Mary. Stiff: The Curious Life of Human Cadavers. 2003. DB
From medicinal mummies to cadaver models for crash-test dummies, this is a well-researched, lively
dissection of offbeat ways that the dead have served the living. It is informative and respectful as well as
irreverent and witty. 304 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2005-2006.
Rocklin, Joanne. The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook. 2012. DB
As ten-year-old Oona and her younger brother conspire to break their sick cat Zook out of the veterinary
clinic, Oona tells the story of Zook's previous lives. 240 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
Romero, Jordan. No Summit Out of Sight. 2014.
American teenager Jordan Romero recounts the experience of becoming, at age thirteen, the youngest
person to climb to the summit of Mount Everest. Two years later he became the youngest person to reach
the summits of the tallest mountains on each of the seven continents – a dream come true after many years
of training and hard work. 368 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
#+Romesha, Clinton. Red Platoon: A True Story of American Valor. 2016. LP, DB
In 2009, Clinton Romesha was a member of Red Platoon and posted to Command Outpost (COP) Keating
in Afghanistan. Red Platoon is the story of the 14-hour battle over COP Keating and the men who fought in
it. 378 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2017-2018.
Rosoff, Meg. How I Live Now. 2004. LP, DB
To get away from her pregnant stepmother in New York City, fifteen-year-old Daisy goes to England to
stay with her aunt and cousins, with whom she instantly bonds, but soon war breaks out and rips apart the
family while devastating the land. 194 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
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Roth, Veronica. Divergent. 2011. DB
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to
define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is an
anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all. 576
pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
+Rowling, J.K. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. 1998. LP, DB
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his
worth while attending Hogwarts School for Wizards and Witches. 309 pages. Gr. 4 up.
#+Russo, Meredith. If I Was Your Girl. 2016. DB
Before Amanda moved to small-town Tennessee, she was Andrew, the boy who wants to be a girl. Now
she is her true self, grappling with the truth about her past. 280 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
+Ryan, Pam Munoz. Echo. 2015. DB
Lost in the Black Forest, Otto meets three mysterious sisters and finds himself entwined in a prophecy, a
promise, and a harmonica. Decades later three children, Friedrich in Germany, Mike in Pennsylvania, and
Ivy in California find themselves caught up in the same thread of destiny in the darkest days of the
twentieth century, struggling to keep their families intact, and tied together by the music of the same
harmonica. 585 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
St. James, James. Freak Show. 2007.
Having faced teasing that turned into a brutal attack, Christianity expressed as persecution, and the loss of
his only real friend when he could no longer keep his crush under wraps, seventeen-year-old Billy Bloom, a
drag queen, decides the only way to become fabulous again is to run for Homecoming Queen at his elite,
private school near Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 304 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
+Sanderson, Brandon. Steelheart. 2013. DB
At age eight, David watched as his father was killed by an Epic, a human with superhuman powers, and
now, ten years later, he joins the Reckoners – the only people who are trying to kill the Epics and end their
tyranny. 400 pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
+Sands, Kevin. The Blackthorn Key. 2015.
The year is 1665 and fourteen-year-old Christopher Rowe is the apprentice of an apothecary in London.
With death and danger around every corner, he and his best friend Tom must untangle the web of clues and
codes to discover the truth behind a series of murders that are being blamed on a secretive cult, before it’s
too late! 371 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Satrapi, Marjane. Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood. 2003.
In graphic novel format, Satrapi tells the story of growing up in Iran during the Islamic Revolution. 160
pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2005-2006.
+Schmidt, Gary D. Orbiting Jupiter. 2015. DB
This is the beautiful and heartbreaking tale of troubled teen father Joseph and Jack, the foster brother who
attempts to earn his trust and be his friend. 183 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
Schmidt, Gary. The Wednesday Wars. 2007. LP, DB
During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday afternoons when all his classmates go to either Catechism or
Hebrew school, seventh-grader Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker’s classroom where they read the
plays of William Shakespeare and Holling learns much of value about the world he lives in. 272 pages. Gr.
6 up. Dorothy’s List 2008-2009.
Scieszka, Jon. Summer Reading is Killing Me. 1998. DB
At the beginning of summer vacation, Joe, Sam, and Fred find themselves trapped inside their summer
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reading list, involved in a battle between good and evil characters from well-known children’s books. 73
pages. Gr. 3 up.
Selden, George. The Cricket in Times Square. 1970. DB
The adventures of a country cricket who unintentionally arrives in New York City and is befriended by
Tucker Mouse and Harry Cat. 190 pages. Gr. 4-6.
#Sepetys, Ruta. Salt to the Sea. 2016. LP, DB
Four teens, Emilia, Florian, Alfred, and Joana, must face the terrifying odds of survival in this historical
novel set in East Prussia at the end of World War II. 391 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Sharenow, Robert. My Mother the Cheerleader. 2006. DB
Thirteen-year-old Louise uncovers secrets about her family and her neighborhood during the violent
protests over school desegregation in 1960 New Orleans. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
+Sheinkin, Steve. The Port Chicago 50. 2014.
Presents an account of the 1944 civil rights protest involving hundreds of African-American Navy
servicemen who were unjustly charged with mutiny for refusing to work in unsafe conditions after the
deadly Port Chicago explosion. 200 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
#+Sherman, Delia. The Evil Wizard Smallbone. 2016. DB
Twelve-year-old Nick, escaping his awful uncle and cousin, runs away from home one snowy Maine night
and ends up at Evil Wizard Books, presided over by Evil Wizard Zachariah Smallbone. While kept captive
as the wizard’s boy-of-all-work, Nick explores the bookshop, teaching himself magic with the aid of a very
snarky textbook – and eventually becomes embroiled in the wizard’s feud with the French werewolf
Fidelou and his motorcycle-riding followers, who wish to conquer the strange little town of Smallbone
Cove that the wizard has ruled for centuries. An out-of-the-ordinary fantasy. 408 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s
List 2017-2018.
Shulman, Polly. The Grimm Legacy. 2010. DB
New York high school student Elizabeth gets an after-school job as a page at the "New-York Circulating
Material Repository," and when she gains coveted access to its Grimm Collection of magical objects, she
and the other pages are drawn into a series of frightening adventures involving mythical creatures and
stolen goods. 325 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012
#+Shusterman, Neal. Scythe. 2016. DB
Humanity has conquered disease and death. Now, the population can only be controlled through Scythes,
actors who have the authority and the ability to kill when your number is up. Two teens, Citra and Rowan,
are chosen to apprentice a Scythe, but only one will become a master of death. 433 pages. YA. GMBA
2017-2018.
Shusterman, Neil. Unwind. 2007. DB
In a future world where those between the ages of thirteen and eighteen can have their lives “unwound” and
their body parts harvested for use by others, three teens go to extreme lengths to uphold their beliefs--and,
perhaps, save their own lives. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Silberberg, Alan. Milo: Sticky Notes and Brain Freeze. 2010.
In love with the girl he sneezed on the first day of school and best pals with Marshall, the "One Eyed Jack"
of friends, seventh-grader Milo Cruikshank misses his mother whose death has changed everything at
home. 288 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
Sitomer, Alan Lawrence. The Secret Story of Sonia Rodriguez. 2010. DB
Tenth-grader Sonia reveals secrets about her life and her Hispanic family as she studies hard to become the
first Rodriguez to finish high school. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
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Slade, Arthur. The Hunchback Assignments. 2009.
In Victorian London, fourteen-year-old Modo, a shape-changing hunchback, becomes a secret agent for the
Permanent Association, which strives to protect the world from the evil machinations of the Clockwork
Guild. 278 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
Sleator, William. Interstellar Pig. 1984. DB
Barney's boring seaside vacation suddenly becomes more interesting when the cottage next door is
occupied by three exotic neighbors who are addicted to a game they call Interstellar Pig. 197 pages. Gr. 7
up. Dorothy’s List 1985-1986.
+Smith, Andrew. Winger. 2013. DB
Two years younger than his classmates at a prestigious boarding school, fourteen-year-old Ryan Dean West
grapples with living in the dorm for troublemakers, falling for his female best friend who thinks of him as
just a kid, and playing wing on the Varsity rugby team with some of his frightening new dorm-mates. 448
pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
Smith, Roland. Peak. 2007. DB
A fourteen-year-old boy attempts to be the youngest person to reach the top of Mount Everest. 256 pages.
YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Smith, Roland. Storm Runners. 2011. DB
Twelve-year-old Chase Masters travels the country with his father, a "storm runner," but he is tested in
ways he never could have imagined when he and a new friend are caught in a hurricane near St. Petersburg,
Florida. 143 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
Snyder, Laurel. Seven Stories Up. 2014.
In 1987, while her mother sits in a Baltimore hotel at the deathbed of a grandmother twelve-year-old Annie
never knew, Annie travels back fifty years and shares adventures with the lonely girl who will grow up to
be her feisty grandmother. 240 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Snyder, Zilpha Keatley. The Egypt Game. 1967. DB
A group of children, entranced with the study of Egypt, play their own Egypt game, are visited by a secret
oracle, become involved in a murder, and befriend a professor. 215 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 19681969.
Sonnenblick, Jordan. After Ever After. 2010. DB
Although Jeff and Tad, encouraged by a new friend, Lindsey, make a deal to help one another overcome
aftereffects of their cancer treatments in preparation for eighth-grade graduation, Jeff still craves advice
from his older brother Stephen who is studying drums in Africa. 260 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 20112012.
#+Sonnenblick, Jordan. Falling Over Sideways. 2016. DB
Harassed at her middle school, not taken seriously at home, and with a "perfect" older brother, Matthew, to
live up to, thirteen-year-old Claire has always felt like her life was cursed. Then one morning, when she
and her father are talking at breakfast, he suddenly keels over with a stroke, and suddenly everything
changes. Sonnenblick is a master with realistic teen drama - expect both laughter and tears. 257 pages. Gr.
6 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Sonnenblick, Jordan. Notes from the Midnight Driver. 2006.
After being assigned to perform community service at a nursing home, sixteen-year-old Alex befriends a
cantankerous old man who has some lessons to impart about jazz guitar playing, love, and forgiveness. 288
pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
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+Sovern, Megan Jean. The Meaning of Maggie. 2014.
Eleven-year-old Maggie Mayfield is an A-plus student with big plans for herself, but at this moment she is
also facing a lot of problems – like starting middle school and figuring out how to help her father who is
out of work and in a wheelchair. 220 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Spinelli, Jerry. Maniac Magee. 1990. LP, DB
After his parents die, Jeffrey Lionel Magee's life becomes legendary, as he accomplishes athletic and other
feats which awe his contemporaries. 184 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 1991-1992.
Staples, Suzanne Fisher. Shabanu: Daughter of the Wind. 1989. DB
When eleven-year-old Shabanu, the daughter of a nomad in the Cholistan Desert of present-day Pakistan, is
pledged in marriage to an older man whose money will bring prestige to the family, she must either accept
the decision, as is the custom, or risk the consequences of defying her father's wishes. 240 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Dorothy’s List 1990-1991.
+Stead, Rebecca. Goodbye Stranger. 2015. DB
Back in grade five, Bridge, Tabitha and Emily made a pact. Never to fight, ever. Now, two years later,
they’re still best friends, but other things are changing. Bridge meets Sherm, and is soon excited and
confused by her new, strange feelings. And when Emily starts texting pictures of herself to Patrick, Bridge
and Tab find themselves complicit in a naïve plan that quickly spirals out of control. 289 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Stead, Rebecca. Liar and Spy. 2012. DB
Seventh-grader Georges adjusts to moving from a house to an apartment, his father's efforts to start a new
business, his mother's extra shifts as a nurse, being picked on at school, and Safer, a boy who wants his
help spying on another resident of their building. 180 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2013-2014.
+Stevenson, Noelle. Nimona. 2015.
In this captivating graphic novel, Nimona is an impulsive young shapeshifter with a knack for villainy.
Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with a vendetta. As sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord
Blackheart are about to wreak some serious havoc. 266 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Stiefvater, Maggie. Scorpio Races. 2011. DB.
Nineteen-year-old returning champion Sean Kendrick competes against Puck Connolly, the first girl ever to
ride in the annual Scorpio Races, both trying to keep hold of their dangerous water horses long enough to
make it to the finish line. 416 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
Stone, Phoebe. The Boy on Cinnamon Street. 2012. DB
Since a tragedy she cannot remember, thirteen-year-old Louise has changed her name, given up
gymnastics, moved in with her grandparents, and locked her feelings inside, but through her friends Reni
and Hen and notes from a secret admirer she begins to find herself again. 240 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s
List 2013-2014.
Stone, Tanya Lee. Courage Has No Color. 2013.
Examines the role of African-Americans in the military through the history of the Triple Nickles, America's
first black paratroopers. 147 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
Stork, Francisco X. Marcelo in the Real World. 2009. DB
Marcelo Sandoval, a seventeen-year-old boy on the high-functioning end of the autistic spectrum, faces
new challenges, including romance and injustice, when he goes to work for his father in the mailroom of a
corporate law firm. 320 pages. YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Sturm, James, Andrew Arnold, & Alexis Frederick Frost. Adventures in Cartooning: How to Turn Your Doodles
into Comics. 2009.
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Once upon a time...a princess tried to make a comic. And with the help of a magical cartooning elf, she
learned how-well enough to draw her way out of an encounter with a dangerous dragon, near-death by
drowning, and into her very own adventure! 112 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2010-2011.
#Sullivan, Tara. The Bitter Side of Sweet. 2016. DB
Two brothers and their unlikely companion risk everything to escape their slavery on an Ivory Coast cocoa
plantation. 299 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Sullivan, Tara. Golden Boy. 2013. DB
A Tanzanian albino boy finds himself the ultimate outsider, hunted because of the color of his skin. 356
pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
#Sweet, Melissa. Some Writer!: The Story of E.B. White. 2016. DB
This illustrated biography of E.B. White uses personal letters, photos, watercolor, and collage to document
his extraordinary life as a journalist, New Yorker contributor, and beloved children’s book author. 161
pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
+Tahir, Sabaa. An Ember in the Ashes. 2015. DB
Two worlds collide in this epic fantasy, as characters Laia and Elias, both begin searching for the truth. As
the story unfolds they realize that the truth might be more powerful than they ever could have imagined.
446 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
Tamaki, Mariko & Jillian Tamaki. Skim. 2008.
"Skim" (Kimberly Keiko Cameron) is a not-slim would-be Wiccan goth who goes to a private girls' school.
When her classmate Katie is dumped by her boyfriend, who then kills himself, the entire school goes into
mourning overdrive. The popular clique starts a club to boost school spirit, but Skim sinks into an everdeepening depression. 144 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
Taylor, Mildred. The Friendship and The Gold Cadillac (one book). 1987. DB (two different DBs)
The Friendship: Four children witness a confrontation between an elderly black man and a white
storekeeper in rural Mississippi in the 1930's. 47 pages. Gr. 3-6.
The Gold Cadillac: Two black girls living in the North are proud of their family's beautiful new Cadillac
until they take it on a visit to the South and encounter racial prejudice for the first time. 34 pages. Gr. 3 up.
Taylor, S.S. The Expeditioners and the Treasure of Drowned Man’s Cavern. Illustrated by Katherine Roy. 2012.
Three orphaned siblings with half a map try to beat an oppressive government to a secret, gold-filled
canyon in this cross between dystopian and steampunk genres. 375 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 20132014.
Telgemeier, Raina. Smile. 2010.
In this graphic memoir, Telgemeier recounts the dental hell and accompanying social problems she went
through as an adolescent. 213 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
TenNapel, Doug. Ghostopolis. 2010.
When he is accidentally transported to the spirit world by a washed-out ghost wrangler, Garth Hale
discovers that the world's evil ruler wants his unique powers, so he teams up with some unlikely allies to
find a way home. 272 pages. YA. GMBA 2012-2013.
Tharp, Tim. Knights of the Hill Country. 2006. DB
In his senior year, high school star linebacker Hampton Greene finally begins to think for himself and
discovers that he might be interested in more than just football. 233 pages. YA. GMBA 2009-2010.
Timberlake, Amy. One Came Home. 2013. DB
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In 1871 Wisconsin, thirteen-year-old Georgia sets out to find her sister Agatha, presumed dead when
remains are found wearing the dress she was last seen in, and before the end of the year gains fame as a
sharpshooter and foiler of counterfeiters. 257 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
+Tobin, Paul & Colleen Coover. Bandette Vol. 1: Presto! 2013.
Gleefully plying her skills on either side of the law, Bandette is a thorn in the sides of both police inspector
Belgique and the criminal underworld. But it's not all breaking hearts and purloining masterpieces when a
rival thief discovers that an international criminal organization wants Bandette dead. Graphic novel. 136
pages. YA. GMBA 2015-2016.
Twain, Mark. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 1885. LP, DB
The adventures of a boy and a runaway slave as they travel down the Mississippi River on a raft. 224
pages. Gr. 6 up.
Twain, Mark. The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. 1876. LP, DB
The adventures of a boy growing up in the nineteenth century in a Mississippi River town as he plays
hookey on an island, witnesses a crime, hunts for the pirates' treasure, and becomes lost in a cave. 192
pages. Gr. 5 up.
+Twain, Mark. The Prince and the Pauper. 1881. DB
When young Edward VI of England and a poor boy who resembles him exchange places, each learns
something about the other's very different station in life. 226 pages. Gr. 5 up.
+Unsworth, Tania. The One Safe Place. 2014.
In a near future world of heat, greed, and hunger, Devin earns a coveted spot in a home for abandoned
children that promises unlimited food and toys and the hope of finding a new family, but Devin discovers
the home's horrific true mission when he investigates its intimidating Administrator and the zombie-like
sickness that afflicts some children. 320 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
Vail, Rachel. Unfriended. 2014. DB
When thirteen-year-old Truly is invited to sit at the Popular Table, she finds herself caught in a web of lies
and misunderstandings, made inescapable by the hyperconnected social media world. 282 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Dorothy’s List 2015-2016.
#+Vande Velde, Vivian. 23 Minutes. 2016.
If Zoe says "replay!" the events of the last 23 minutes do just that. It's a great gift to have when a friendly
man is killed during a bank robbery – but she has no control over the way the events replay, and only ten
tries to save him. 176 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Vande Velde, Vivian. Frogged. 2013.
When almost-thirteen-year-old Princess Imogene is turned into a frog, she puts into practice lessons from
the book, The Art of Being a Princess, as she tries to become her less-than-perfect self again. 198 pages.
Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 2014-2015.
Van Draanen, Wendelin. The Running Dream. 2011. DB
When a school bus accident leaves sixteen-year-old Jessica an amputee, she returns to school with a
prosthetic limb and her track team finds a wonderful way to help rekindle her dream of running again. 336
pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
Vaughan, Brian. Pride of Baghdad. 2006.
Based on an actual event, this graphic novel tells the story of a pride of lions who in 2003 escaped from the
Baghdad Zoo during an American bombing raid. Lost and confused, hungry but finally free, the four lions
roamed the decimated streets of Baghdad in a desperate struggle for their lives. 136 pages. YA & adult.
GMBA 2009-2010.
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Vaughan, Brian. Runaways Vol. 1: Pride and Joy. 2004.
When six young friends discover that their parents are all secretly super-powered villains, they run away
together and find strength in one another to overcome their evil legacy. 144 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
Verne, Jules. Around the World in Eighty Days. 1873. LP
In 1872 Phileas Fogg wins a bet by traveling around the world in seventy-nine days, twenty-three hours,
and fifty-seven minutes. 160 pages. Gr. 6 up.
Vizzini, Ned. It’s Kind of a Funny Story. 2006. DB
A humorous account of a New York City teenager’s battle with depression and his time spent in a
psychiatric hospital. 448 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
Volponi, Paul. Black and White. 2005. DB
Two star high school basketball players, one black and one white, experience the justice system differently
after committing a crime together and getting caught. 199 pages. YA. GMBA 2008-2009.
Vowell, Sarah. Assassination Vacation. 2005. DB
Sarah Vowell travels across the United States, bringing into sharp focus the figures involved in the
assassinations of Presidents Lincoln, Garfield, and McKinley, as well as the social and political
circumstances that led to each. She exposes some glorious conundrums of American history in a witty,
sometimes irreverent manner. 272 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2008-2009.
Walls, Jeannette. The Glass Castle. 2005. DB
The child of an alcoholic father and an eccentric artist mother discusses her family’s nomadic upbringing,
during which she and her siblings fended for themselves while their parents outmaneuvered bill collectors
and the authorities. 288 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2007-2008.
+Warga, Jasmine. My Heart and Other Black Holes. 2015.
A very depressed, sixteen-year-old Aysel is ready to die, but she’s not sure she can do it alone. Enter
suicide partner Roman, a boy equally depressed and discouraged with his life. Will the pair be able to go
through with their actions together? 302 pages. YA. GMBA 2016-2017.
#+Weeks, Sarah, and Gita Varadarajan. Save Me a Seat. 2016. DB
A new boy from India and a New Jersey kid find they have much more in common then they first imagined
as they navigate their first week of fifth grade. This humorous and touching story told through the
alternating perspectives of Ravi and Joe tell the story of how misperceptions, school bullies and doting
Moms are the perfect recipe for the most unexpected friendships. 216 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 20172018.
Wein, Elizabeth. Code Name Verity. 2012. DB.
In 1943, a British fighter plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France and the survivor tells a tale of friendship,
war, espionage, and great courage as she relates what she must to survive while keeping secret all that she
can. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 2013-2014.
#+Weiner, Jennifer. The Littlest Bigfoot. 2016.
Brimming with equal parts humor and heartbreak, The Littlest Bigfoot is an irresistible adventure about
friendship, furry creatures, and finding the place where you belong. 289 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List
2017-2018.
Weir, Andy. The Martian. 2014. DB
After a dust storm forces his crew to evacuate while thinking him dead, astronaut Mark Watney finds
himself stranded and alone on Mars with only his ingenuity and engineering skills – and a relentless,
dogged refusal to quit – keeping him alive. 384 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2015-2016.
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Werlin, Nancy. The Double Helix. 2004. DB
Eighteen-year-old Eli discovers a shocking secret about his life and his family while working for a Nobel
Prize-winning scientist whose specialty is genetic engineering. 256 pages. YA. GMBA 2006-2007.
+Wiechman, Kathy Cannon. Like a River. 2015.
Leander and Polly are two teenage Union soldiers who carry deep, dangerous secrets and survive incredible
odds. Leander is underage when he enlists, and Polly follows her father into war disguised as his son. As
the lives of these young, brave soldiers intersect, readers will be transported to the homes, waterways,
camps, hospitals, and prisons of the Civil–War era. 336 pages. Gr. 6 up. Dorothy’s List 2016-2017.
Wilhelm, Doug. The Revealers. 2003.
Tired of being bullied, three seventh-grade outcasts join forces and, using scientific methods and the power
of the Internet, begin to create a new atmosphere at Parkland Middle School. 207 pages. Gr. 6-8.
Wilhelm, Doug. True Shoes. 2011.
In this sequel to The Revealers the characters deal with cyber bullying in middle school. 235 pages. Gr. 5-8.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. The Castle in the Attic. 1985. DB
A gift of a toy castle, complete with silver knight, introduces William to an adventure involving magic and
a personal quest. 179 pages. Gr. 4 up. Dorothy’s List 1986-1987.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. Counting on Grace. 2006. DB
Twelve year old friends, Grace and Arthur, try to find a way to escape working in the textile mill with their
family so they can go to school. Helping them find their way is their teacher Miss Lesley, and photographer
Lewis Hine. 232 pages. Gr. 5-8. Dorothy’s List 2007-2008.
Wolitzer, Meg. The Fingertips of Duncan Dorfman. 2011. DB
Twelve-year-olds Duncan Dorfman, April Blunt, and Nate Saviano meet at the Youth Scrabble Tournament
where, although each has a different reason for attending and for needing to win, they realize that
something more important is at stake than the grand prize. 256 pages. Gr. 5 up. Dorothy’s List 2012-2013.
#+Wolk, Lauren. Wolf Hollow. 2016. DB
In this complex coming-of-age book, blond city girl Betty Glengarry is sadistic, cruel, and frankly
terrifying – and when she moves to Annabelle’s small rural Pennsylvania town in 1943, Annabelle has to
cope with threats and problems she had never before imagined. Not least of these is her determination to
protect Toby, a reclusive, shell-shocked World War I veteran, from Betty’s manipulations. 291 pages. Gr. 6
up. Dorothy’s List 2017-2018.
Wynne-Jones, Tim. Blink & Caution. 2012. DB
Blink, hoping to steal some breakfast, is forced to go on the run after stumbling upon the fake kidnapping
of a CEO and recovering the man's cell phone, and he meets up with Caution, a girl trying to ditch her
drug-dealing boyfriend, who identifies Blink as a mark until he tugs at her heart strings. 342 pages. YA.
GMBA 2014-2015.
Yancey, Rick. Monstrumologist. 2009. DB
In 1888, twelve-year-old Will Henry chronicles his apprenticeship with Dr. Warthrop, a scientist who hunts
and studies real-life monsters, as they discover and attempt to destroy a pod of Anthropophagi. 464 pages.
YA. GMBA 2011-2012.
Yang, Gene Luen. American Born Chinese. 2006.
This graphic novel alternates three interrelated stories about the problems of young Chinese Americans
trying to participate in the popular culture. 233 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
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Yang, Gene Luen & Derek Kirk Kim. The Eternal Smile. 2009.
In three very different stories, master storytellers Gene Yang and Derek Kirk Kim pit fantasy against
reality, for good or for ill. 176 pages. YA. GMBA 2010-2011.
#Yoon, Nicola. The Sun Is Also a Star. 2016. DB
Natasha believes in the science and the power of reason to make the world a better place. On her last day
and last ditch efforts not to get deported, she meets Daniel, a dreamer and a poet whose optimism and belief
in fate just might change her life. 344 pages. YA. GMBA 2017-2018.
Yovanoff, Brenna. The Replacement. 2010.
Sixteen-year-old Mackie Doyle knows that he replaced a human child when he was just an infant, and
when a friend’s sister disappears he goes against his family’s and town’s deliberate denial of the problem to
confront the beings that dwell under the town, tampering with human lives. 352 pages. YA. GMBA 20122013.
Zafon, Carlos Ruiz. The Prince of Mist. 2010. DB
In 1943, in a seaside town where their family has gone to be safe from war, thirteen-year-old Max Carver
and his sister, fifteen-year-old Alicia, with their new friend Roland, face off against an evil magician who is
striving to complete a bargain made before he died. 214 pages. Gr. 7 up. Dorothy’s List 2011-2012.
#Zentner, Jeff. The Serpent King. 2016. DB
Dill, the son of a snake-handling preacher, and his two outcast friends, Travis & Lydia, try to survive their
senior year in a rural Tennessee town. Each has a dream for the future they hope to see realized, but can
they keep it together long enough to reach the world outside of their hometown? 372 pages. YA. GMBA
2017-2018.
Zindel, Paul. The Pigman. 1968.
A teenage boy and girl, high school sophomores from unhappy homes, tell of their bizarre relationship with
an old man. 192 pages. Gr. 7 up.
Zusak, Marcus. The Book Thief. 2006. LP, DB
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel-a young German girl
whose book-stealing and storytelling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as
well as their neighbors. 576 pages. YA & adult. GMBA 2008-2009.
Zusak, Markus. I Am the Messenger. 2005. DB
After capturing a bank robber, nineteen-year-old cabdriver Ed Kennedy begins receiving mysterious
messages that direct him to addresses where people need help, and he begins getting over his lifelong
feeling of worthlessness. 368 pages. YA. GMBA 2007-2008.
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